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INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a successful completion of the classification of
simple finite dimensional Lie algebras over algebraically closed fields of
characteristic p ) 7. The work on characteristics 5, 7 is in progress now.
Much more difficult are cases of characteristics 2, 3 which display an
abundance of simple Lie algebras that fit into neither of the two major
 w xclasses: classical and Cartan type algebras see 19 where most of the
.known examples in characteristic 3 are discussed . Only a few classification
results under very restrictive hypotheses have been known.
The general classification scheme developed by R. E. Block and R. L.
w xWilson in case of restricted Lie algebras 3 and then extended by H.
w xStrade to the nonrestricted case 23 is based on the study of root space
decompositions L of a simple Lie algebra L with respect to tori T ofa
maximal dimension in the minimal p-envelope of L. The dimension of
 . w xthose tori is called the absolute toral rank of L 22 . With each subgroup
G ; TU generated by r roots linearly independent over the prime field one
associates a rank r section  L ; L and tries to glue togethera g G a
information about sections of low rank and their cores, the factor algebras
by solvable radicals. As a first step, one has to determine the cores of rank
one sections. That leads to the necessity to know toral rank one simple Lie
algebras. In the present paper we solve this problem for p s 2, 3.
 .The main result, Theorem 6.5, states that only simple Lie algebras sl 2
 .  .and psl 3 , i.e., the factor algebra of sl 3 by its one-dimensional center,
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have toral rank one in characteristic 3. Both of them are classical. No
simple Lie algebras of toral rank one exist in characteristic 2.
This result exposes a drastic difference pertaining to the whole classifi-
cation process in characteristics 2, 3: rank one sections do not distinguish
classical Lie algebras. Recall a result of H. Strade saying that for p ) 7, a
simple Lie algebra is classical if and only if every one of its rank one
 .sections with respect to an optimal torus is either solvable or has core sl 2
wand there exists at least one nonsolvable rank one section 24, Theorem
x4.5 . Our list of toral rank one simple Lie algebras is even shorter than that
  .  . Y ..for larger characteristics sl 2 , W 1 , H 1 . If p s 3 then Cartan subal-1 2
gebras of those Lie algebras are one-dimensional, and therefore we get
precisely the same two algebras that were found by I. Kaplansky in his
determination of simple Lie algebras with a one-dimensional Cartan
w xsubalgebra and all roots in the prime field 8 . It can be anticipated that
each step of the classification for larger characteristics will require for
p s 2, 3 its counterpart in higher ranks.
The work on toral rank one actually produces a more general result
which is important for the classification in its own right: the determination
of simple Lie algebras L with a toral rank one Cartan subalgebra H. The
toral rank of H in L is, by definition, the maximum of dimensions of tori
in the restricted subalgebra generated by H in the minimal p-envelope of
L. It is in these settings that the problem was solved by R. L. Wilson for
w x w xp ) 7 32 . A paper of G. Benkart and J. M. Osborn 1 contains a more
detailed description of toral rank one Cartan subalgebras in simple Lie
algebras. Later, A. A. Premet generalized Wilson's result to characteristics
w x  .5, 7 15 . Here we investigate cases p s 2, 3 Theorem 6.3 . Suppose that
L is a maximal subalgebra of L containing H. If dim LrL s 1 or0 0
dim LrL s 2 then L is a Lie algebra of Cartan type, essentially the same0
as those occurring in larger characteristics. For p s 3 there are isomor-
 .  . Y .  .phisms W 1 ( sl 2 and H 1 ( psl 3 . There is only one possibility1 2
more: when p s 2 and dim LrL s 4. In this case we determine the0
associated graded algebras and give examples of L. No attempt is made to
obtain their complete classification or to identify them with the known
simple algebras. To show that the absolute toral rank of these algebras
is greater than 1 we need Theorem 5.1 which states that the toral rank of
a graded Lie algebra can never exceed the toral rank of its filtered defor-
mation.
The classification of toral rank one simple Lie algebras in big character-
istics rests heavily on Wilson's triangulability theorem which claims that
for p ) 7 every Cartan subalgebra H in a simple Lie algebra L is
w x w xtriangulable, i.e., H, H acts in L nilpotently 31 . A generalization to
w xp s 5, 7 was given by Premet 15 . Already for p s 5 there exist simple
algebras with nontriangulable Cartan subalgebras. Still many more exam-
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ples are found in characteristic 3. We shall see that toral rank one Cartan
subalgebras are nevertheless triangulable even for p s 3. However, it
seems to be hardly possible to prove this fact using a modification of
Wilson's arguments. A. A. Premet informed me that he attempted to do it,
but was able only to obtain an estimate 18 for the codimension of maximal
subalgebras containing a Cartan subalgebra. If p s 2 then triangulability
breaks down even for toral rank one Cartan subalgebras. Consider, for
Y .example, a simple hamiltonian algebra L s H m with its standard filtra-2
tion L s L > L > . . . . If H is a Cartan subalgebra of L contained iny1 0
 .L then H has toral rank 1 in L. The image H of H in L rL ( sl 2 is a0 0 1
 .Cartan subalgebra of the latter. On the other hand, sl 2 is nilpotent when
p s 2; in fact it is isomorphic to the three-dimensional Heisenberg alge-
bra. Hence H s L rL , and the action of this algebra in its natural0 1
two-dimensional module LrL is not triangulable.0
For these reasons we are limited to direct application of the filtration
method. As usual, we have to solve several questions. The first one is to
determine the associated graded algebra. We encounter graded algebras G
with a nilpotent component G or, in one case in characteristic 3, G has0 0
its own gradation with a nilpotent null component. Next we have to show
that certain graded semisimple Lie algebras whose minimal ideal has a
nontrivial centroid cannot be associated with filtrations of simple Lie
algebras or, if they do occur in characteristic 2, there is a limited number
of possibilities. Even knowing that G is a Lie algebra of Cartan type, we
still have to work to show that its filtered deformation L is itself of Cartan
type. There is one difficult case in characteristic 3 when only having done a
subtle job of changing the filtration we were able to prove that L is
hamiltonian. The source of this difficulty lies in the fact that there is a
certain class of exceptional hamiltonian algebras which contain an infinite
family of maximal subalgebras of codimension 2. We study these algebras
more thoroughly in the final section of the paper. A large part of our work
presents an interest even for big characteristics and may find further
applications. The proof of final results, however, rests on special properties
of filtration peculiar to low characteristics.
Throughout the paper the ground field k is assumed to be algebraically
closed of characteristic p ) 0. The term ``algebra'' will normally mean a
finite dimensional algebra over k. In a few places we do encounter infinite
dimensional algebras or algebras over a commutative ring. Our notations
w xof distinguished ideals in Cartan type Lie algebras follow 18 . I chose to
X .  .denote by K m the commutant of the Zassenhaus algebra W m when1 1
p s 2. It has as a basis the elements x  r .­ , 0 F r - 2 m y 1. Although the
 .contact algebras K m, v are usually considered for n G 3, their defini-n
 .  .tion makes sense for n s 1 with K m, v s W m and the property that1 1
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 .K m, v has a commutant of codimension 1 exactly when s q 1 ' 02 sy1
 .mod p remains in force for s s 1.
1. GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS WITH A NILPOTENT
NULL COMPONENT
For a Z-graded Lie algebra G s [ G we put G s [ G andi q iig Z i) 0
G s [ G . Of particular importance in the classification of simple Liey ii- 0
algebras are conditions listed below:
 .  .  .g1 C G l G q G s 0, i.e., G q G contains no nonzeroG y 0 q 0 q
ideals of G,
 .g2 G is generated by G ,y y1
 .g3 G is an irreducible G -module,y1 0
 .  .g4 C G l G s 0, i.e., G contains no nonzero ideals of G,G q y y
 .where C stands for the centralizer of a subspace in G. Denote by A GG
 .the homogeneous ideal of G generated by G and by M G the maximaly1
 .  .homogeneous ideal of G contained in G . If G satisfies g1 ] g3 andy
 .  .G / 0 then M G l G s 0, i.e., M G ; [ G . The factor alge-1 y1 ii-y1
 .  .  .bra GrM G satisfies then g1 ] g4 . In this section we aim at the
following result:
 .  .THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 ] g3 . As-
w xsume that G is nilpotent and G , G s G . Then one of the following0 y1 1 0
three cases occurs:
 .  .  .1 p ) 2, dim G s 1, G s 0, G ( sl 2 or G ( W m ;y1 y2 1
 .  . X .2 p s 2, dim G s 1, G s 0, G ( W m or G ( K m [y1 y2 1 1
w  .  .xW m , W m ;1 1
 .  . w x3 p s 2, dim G s 2, G ( sl G , G , G s 0. If in additiony1 0 y1 y2 1
Y .  .G s 0 then G is of hamiltonian type, H m , m ; G ; H m , m ,y2 2 1 2 2 1 2
m , m ) 1.1 2
In a series of papers M. I. Kuznetsov intensively studied graded Lie
algebras of depth 1, i.e., satisfying G s 0 for i - y1. In particular, thei
case of algebras of depth 1 and characteristic p ) 2 in Theorem 1.1 is
w xcovered by 11, 12 . In the course of classification of simple Lie algebras
with a solvable maximal subalgebra B. Weisfeiler dealt with graded Lie
w xalgebras having a solvable null component and an arbitrary depth 29 . He
could determine their structure only for p ) 5, however. Special properties
of nilpotent algebras enable us to give a significantly simpler proof of
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Theorem 1.1 which involves no restrictions on depth or characteristic. Our
w xmain tool is the following fundamental result due to Weisfeiler 28 :
 .  .THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 ] g4 . Then G
 . w  .  .x  .is semisimple and A G is its unique minimal ideal, A G , A G s A G .
 .  .Suppose that A G [ A G l G / 0. Thenq q
 .  .1 A G is G -simple;0
 .2 There exists a simple graded Lie algebra S and a commutati¨ e
 .  .associati¨ e algebra B such that A G ( B m S, A G ( B m S for e¨eryi i
i g Z;
 .  .  .  .3 S satisfies g1 , g2 , g4 .
A short proof of this theorem based on the interpretation of derivation
w xsimple objects as coinduced modules was given by H. Strade 25 . The
w xtheorem is a special version for graded algebras of results of R. Block 2 .
 .Note, in particular, that B is identified with the centroid of A G , i.e., with
 .the algebra of those linear endomorphisms of A G that commute with all
 .its adjoint derivations. Thus, under assumption A G / 0, all homoge-q
 .neous components of A G are stable under the action of B. Furthermore,
 .G acts on B as a Lie algebra of derivations, and item 1 of the theorem
means precisely that B is G -simple, i.e., B contains no nonzero proper0
G -invariant ideals. If i / 0 then the action of G on B produces endo-0 i
 .morphisms of A G which shift the degrees of gradation. Since B contains
no such endomorphisms, we see that both G and G annihilate B. If Gy q 0
 .is solvable, then so is G q G as well, hence the condition A G / 0 is0 y q
fulfilled automatically.
 .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 ] g3 . Suppose
 .  .  .that A G / 0. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of A G . Then I s A Gq
 .  .whene¨er I > G or I > A G , and I ; M G whene¨er I l G s 0.y1 1 y1
w  .  .x  .Furthermore, A G , A G s A G .
 .  .  .Proof. If A G s I q M G , then I > G because M G l G s 0,y1 y1
 .  .whence I > G by g2 , and it follows I s A G . So it will suffice to givey
 .  .the proof replacing G with GrM G and I with its image in GrM G . In
w  .  .xparticular, this applies to I s A G , A G . We may assume therefore
 .that G satisfies g4 as well. We may identify the algebra S in the
 .  .decomposition A G ( B m S of Theorem 1.2 with a subalgebra of A G .
 .The adjoint representation of S in A G is completely reducible with
irreducible subrepresentations all isomorphic to the adjoint representation
 .of S in itself. Moreover, any irreducible S-submodule in A G is of the
form f m S for some f g B. Now I, being S-invariant, is the sum of
irreducible S-submodules contained in I. Hence I s J m S for a certain
 .subspace J ; B. If I > G or I > A G then J m S s B m S ory1 1 y1 y1
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 .J m S s B m S , respectively, whence J s B, and it follows I s A G . If1 1
I l G s 0 then J m S s 0, whence J s 0, and it follows I s 0.y1 y1
Recall that every finite dimensional representation of a nilpotent Lie
algebra is a direct sum of subrepresentations corresponding to different
eigenvalue functions. In particular, with each irreducible representation
there is associated its eigenvalue function. Suppose that G is a graded Lie
 .  .algebra satisfying g1 ] g3 with a nilpotent component G . If ya is the0
eigenvalue function of the irreducible G -module G then ia is the0 y1
unique eigenvalue function of the G -module G for each i g Z.0 i
The action of G in G is faithful. Note that the kernel of an irreducible0 y1
representation coincides with the maximal ideal which acts in the module
nilpotently. Hence G acts faithfully in the compositional factors of the0
 .G -module G if and only if i k 0 mod p . As we shall see now, the0 i
compositional factors of the G -modules G and G have the same dimen-0 i j
 .sion provided i, j k 0 mod p .
LEMMA 1.4. Let V , V be two irreducible modules for a nilpotent Lie1 2
algebra H. Suppose that the corresponding eigen¨alue functions a , a are1 2
scalar multiples of each other. Then dim V s dim V .1 2
ÄProof. Let r denote the representation of H in V [ V and H the1 2
 .restricted subalgebra of the endomorphism Lie algebra gl V [ V gener-1 2
Ä .ated by r H . Then H is a nilpotent restricted Lie algebra, V and V1 2
Äirreducible restricted H-modules. Denote by a the eigenvalue function ofÄi
ÄH on V for i s 1, 2. Then a s a ( r, i s 1, 2. It follows that the restric-Äi i i
Ä .tions of a , a to r H are scalar multiples of each other. The H-moduleÄ Ä1 2
V is induced from a one-dimensional module of a restricted subalgebra P.i
w xMoreover, as is shown in 21 , this assertion is valid for an arbitrary
Äpolarization P with respect to a , this being a subalgebra of H whichÄi
w x.satisfies a P, P s 0 and has maximal dimension among all subalgebrasÄi
w xsatisfying the previous property. The work 21 deals with irreducible
representations of restricted solvable Lie algebras under assumption p ) 2.
However, the only fact actually needed in the proofs is that every non-
abelian solvable Lie algebra has an abelian ideal not contained in the
center. For nilpotent algebras this is valid for p s 2 as well. Since
Ä Äw x w x  . w x.P, P ; H, H ; r H , the equality a P, P s 0 is equivalent toÄ1
w x.a P, P s 0. In other words, a and a have the same polarizations. IfÄ Ä Ä2 1 2Ädim Hr PP is any, then dim V s p s dim V .1 2
 .  .LEMMA 1.5. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 ] g4 . Sup-
pose that G is nilpotent. Then the simple graded Lie algebra S appear-0
 .  .ing in Theorem 1.2 satisfies g1 ] g4 . Furthermore, S is nilpotent and0
w xS , S s S .y1 1 0
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Proof. Since S is a subalgebra of G , it is nilpotent. Since S is simple,0 0
w x w x w xwe have S, S s S, whence S s S , S q S , S . It follows that0 0 0 y1 1
w xS , S generates S . As it is an ideal, it coincides with S . It remainsy1 1 0 0
 .only to verify g3 . Let r be the smallest negative integer such that S / 0.r
w xThen S is a nontrivial irreducible S -module 26, Proposition 3.5 . Letr 0
ya , ra be the eigenvalue functions of the G -modules G , G . Their0 y1 r
restrictions to S give eigenvalue functions of the S modules S , S .0 0 y1 r
 .Since S is nontrivial, r k 0 mod p . By Lemma 1.4 the irreducibler
G -modules with eigenvalue functions ya and ra have the same dimen-0
sion. As G ( B m S is nonzero and G ( B m S irreducible G -mod-r r y1 y1 0
ules, we get therefore dim G G dim G , whence dim S G dim S . Ap-r y1 r y1
plying Lemma 1.4 now to the irreducible representation of S , we conclude0
that S is S -irreducible.y1 0
LEMMA 1.6. Let H be a Lie algebra, H its factor algebra, U and V two
H-modules, and w : U = V ª H an H-in¨ariant bilinear mapping. Suppose
 .that U is irreducible and w U, V s H. Denote by rad V the intersection of all
 . w x w xmaximal submodules of V. Then w U, rad V ; H, H and dim Hr H, H
F l where l is the length of the factor module Vrrad V. In particular, if V
w xcontains a unique maximal submodule then the inequality dim Hr H, H F 1
holds.
w xProof. Replacing H with Hr H, H and w with the composite of w
w xand the canonical projection H ª Hr H, H , we may assume H to be
abelian. This means that H acts trivially in H. Then the H-module
U .Hom U, H ( U m H is semisimple with all irreducible submodules iso-
morphic to UU. The mapping w induces an H-module homomorphism
 .j : V ª Hom U, H . Since Vrker j is semisimple, we have ker j > rad V.
 .  .In other words, w U, rad V s 0. Any submodule of Hom U, H is a sum
 .of certain irreducible submodules, whence it coincides with Hom U, Q ,
 .  .  .where Q is a subspace of H. If j V s Hom U, Q , then w U, V s Q. By
hypotheses this implies Q s H. Thus j is surjective. Therefore j induces
 .an epimorphism of H-modules Vrrad V ª Hom U, H . Hence the length
 .of Vrrad V is not less than that of Hom U, H , i.e., l G dim H.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.7. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 ] g3 .
w xAssume G , G s G . Then one of the following holds:y1 1 0
 . X1 There exists a nonzero G -submodule G ; G with the property0 1 1
ww X x X xG , G , G s 0;y1 1 1
 . X2 There exists a proper G -submodule G ; G and a graded Lie0 1 1
X X X X X .  .algebra G satisfying g1 ] g4 such that G ( G , G ( G , G ( G ,y1 y1 0 0 1 1
X Xand G generates a simple ideal of G ;y1
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 . X3 G contains a unique maximal G -submodule G . In this case1 0 1
w x w X x w xdim G r G , G F 1 and G , G ; G , G ;0 0 0 y1 1 0 0
 . X Y4 G s G [ G is a direct sum of two irreducible G -submodules.1 1 1 0
w xIn this case dim G r G , G F 2.0 0 0
Proof. Suppose that GX is a homogeneous subalgebra of G such that
X X ww X x X x X  .  .G s G , G s G , G , G , G / 0. Then G satisfies g1 ] g3 andy1 y1 0 0 y1 1 1
X X X X .  .  .  .G [ G rM G satisfies g1 ] g4 . Since M G ; [ G , we haveii-y1
X X X X X X . ww x xG ( G for all i G y1. Furthermore, A G > G , G , G / 0. De-i i q y1 1 1
X X X .  .  .note by C G the centroid of A G . By Theorem 1.2, C G is G -simple,0
X X .  .all homogeneous components of A G are stable under C G , and
X X X X X .  .  .A G ( C G m S where S ; A G is a simple homogeneous subalge-
X X X .bra. Note that A G s G ( G . In particular S / 0, whencey1 y1 y1 y1
X X X .  .  .C G acts faithfully on A G , and we may identify C G with ay1
subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra End G . By the definition ofy1
X Xw x w x  .  .the centroid, fx, y s f x, y for all f g C G , x, y g A G , in particular
X X Xw x  .  .for x g G , G ( A G , and y g G ( A G . Denoting by r they1 1 0 y1 y1
 .  .  X.representation of G in G , we get r fx s f ( r x for f g C G ,0 y1
X X Xw x  .  .x g G , G . Note that A G is simple if and only if C G s k.y1 1
Given a second homogeneous algebra GY ; G such that GY s G ,y1 y1
Y ww Y x Y x  Y .  X.G s G , G , G , G / 0, we write C G ; C G if there is an0 0 y1 1 1
 Y .inclusion of corresponding subalgebras in End G . We claim that C Gy1
 X. X Y Y; C G whenever G ; G . In proving this we may assume G s G.
X  .Replacing G and G with the factor algebra GrM G and its subalge-
X X  .  .bra G rG l M G , we may assume also that M G s 0, i.e., G s G. We
 X.  .  .  X.  X.  X.have A G ; A G . By g2 , G ; A G , whence M G ; A G , andy
X X X X X .  .  .   . <  .  .4A G rM G ( A G . Denote I [ x g A G C G x ; A G . The ac-
 .  X.  .tion of C G commutes with the adjoint representation of A G in A G ,
 X.whence I is an ideal of A G . Obviously, G ; I. By Lemma 1.3,y1
 X .  X.  .  .  X.I s A G , i.e., A G is stable under C G . Now J [ C G ? M G is also
 X.an ideal of A G which is contained in [ G . By lemma 1.3, J ;ii-y1
X X X .  .  .  .  .M G , i.e., M G is stable under C G . Thus C G operates in A G ,
 .  X .which gives rise to a homomorphism C G ª C G . Restricting to the
components of degree y1, we see that the homomorphism is compatible
 .  X.  .with the natural embeddings of C G , C G into End G . Thus C G ;y1
 X.C G .
Suppose that GX , GY are G -submodules of G such that G s GX q GY.1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Let GX, GY be the subalgebras of G generated by G [ G [ GX andy1 0 1
G [ G [ GY , respectively. We claim that one of the three possibilitiesy1 0 1
occurs:
i C GX s k , ii C GY s k , .  .  .  .
X Y X Yw xiii G , G l G , G l G s 0. . y1 1 1 1 1
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 .  X Y .Indeed, assume iii does not hold. Then C G l G is a well defined
 X.commutative subalgebra of End G which contains both C G andy1
 Y .  X .  Y .C G . In particular, the endomorphisms in C G and C G commute
 X.  Y . w X xwith each other. Hence, given f g C G , g g C G , x g G , G , wey1 1
get
Yf r x , g s f r x , g s r fx , g g C G .  .  .  .
 Y .  X.since C G is G -invariant. Since C G is also G -invariant, we deduce0 0
  Y . <  X .  Y .4  Y .that I [ h g C G C G h ; C G is a G -invariant ideal of C G .0
w X x  Y .  Y .We have proved that G , G ? C G ; I. As C G is G -simple, I sy1 1 0
Y X Y X X .  .  . w x  .C G or I s 0. In the first case C G ; C G . Now G , G ( A Gy1 1 0
 X. w Y x  Y .annihilates C G ; similarly, G , G annihilates C G . We concludey1 1
 X . w x w X x w Y xthat C G is annihilated by G s G , G s G , G q G , G .0 y1 1 y1 1 y1 1
 X .  X.Since C G is G -simple, it follows C G s k. Otherwise I s 0, in which0
w X x  Y .  Y .case G , G annihilates C G , and we deduce similarly that C G s k.y1 1
We are ready now to complete the proof of the proposition. If G1
contains a unique maximal G -submodule GX then, applying Lemma 1.6 to0 1
w xthe multiplication mapping G = G ª G , we get dim G r G , G F 1y1 1 0 0 0 0
w X x w x X Yand G , G ; G , G . Otherwise G s G q G is a sum of twoy1 1 0 0 1 1 1
 .  .maximal submodules. If case i or ii of the preceding paragraph occurs
 .then we are in case 2 of the proposition. Consider the remaining
 . X Y  . X Ypossibility iii . If G l G / 0 then we have case 1 . Finally, if G l G1 1 1 1
s 0 then G s GX [ GY and GX , GY are irreducible. By Lemma 1.6, then1 1 1 1 1
w xdim G r G , G F 2.0 0 0
Two families of graded Lie algebras whose structure was determined by
w xA. I. Kostrikin and I. R. Shafarevich 9, III, Theorem 2 are essential for
the whole work on toral rank one. As cases of low characteristics are under
consideration now, we need to make a few remarks. Suppose that G is a
 .  .graded Lie algebra satisfying g1 , g2 with G / 0. The full Cartan1
Äprolongation G of G q G is an infinite dimensional graded Lie algebray 0
containing G as a homogenous subalgebra and having the same homoge-
nous components of degree F 0. Denote by O the free divided powern
algebra in n indeterminates x , . . . , x , by ­ , . . . , ­ its special derivations1 n 1 n
such that ­ x s d for 1 F i, j F n. With each n-tuple of positive integersi j i j
 .  4m s m , . . . , m one associates a finite dimensional ­ , . . . , ­ -invariant1 n 1 n
 .  r .subalgebra O m ; O generated by the elements x with i s 1, . . . , n,n n i
r - pm i. Cartan type Lie algebras related to m are certain Lie algebras of
 .derivations of O m .n
One of the families we are interested in is characterized by the condi-
Äw xtions dim G s dim G s 1. Here G s G , G s 0 and G ( W .y1 0 y2 y1 y1 1
 .  .If p ) 2, we have G ( sl 2 or W m for some m. If p s 2 then, using the1
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w x  .  p m .formula f­ , g­ s ­ fg ­ where f , g g O , one verifies that ­ and x ­1
X . w xgenerate the subalgebra K m q 1 of W . The arguments of 9 now1 1
X .  .ensure that G ( K m or W m for some m. The assumption G / 01 1 1
implies m ) 1.
 .The other family occurs with G s 0, dim G s 2, G ( sl G .y2 y1 0 y1
Ä  .  .  .Here G ( H consists of the derivations D f [ ­ f ­ y ­ f ­ , f g2 1 2 2 1
w  .  .x w x.O . The multiplication is given by the rule D f , D g s D f , g where2
w x  .  .  .  . 3. 2. 2. 3.f , g [ ­ f ­ g y ­ f ­ g . Monomials x , x x , x x , x rep-1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2
Ä Ä Äresent a basis of G . If p ) 3 then G is G -irreducible. If p s 3 then G1 1 0 1
 2. 2..contains a unique irreducible submodule V [ D kx x q kx x and G1 2 1 2 0
Ä Äannihilates G rV. If p s 2 then the irreducible submodules of G are of1 1
 . 2. 2.the form D kfx q kfx where f is a linear combination of x , x . In1 2 1 2
Äthis case G is a sum of two irreducible submodules corresponding to1
f s x 2. and f s x 2.. Lemma 4.2 further on describes a system of genera-1 2
Y . w xtors in a Lie algebra H m . One sees that the arguments of 9 still work2
Y .  .in low characteristics. Thus G is hamiltonian and H m ; G ; H m for2 2
 .some m s m , m . Suppose p s 2. If G is an irreducible G -module,1 2 1 0
w xone which corresponds to some f as above, then G , G is spanned byy1 1
Ä .  .D x x , D f , and so is distinct from G . Thus G s G , i.e., m , m ) 1,1 2 0 1 1 1 2
w xwhenever G , G s G .y1 1 0
 .We note one consequence of the preceding fact. If G satisfies case 3 of
X  X.Theorem 1.1 then dim G ) dim G . Indeed, replacing G with G rM G1 y1
where GX is the subalgebra of G generated by G q G q G , we mayy1 0 1
 .  .assume that G satisfies g1 ] g4 and that G is generated by G .q 1
w x w xCondition G , G s 0 then yields G , G s 0, whence G s 0, andy2 1 y2 q y2
w xso G is hamiltonian. Condition G s G , G implies dim G s 4.0 y1 1 1
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We proceed by induction on dim G . If GX ; G is1
a homogeneous subalgebra such that GX s G , GX s G , GX / 0 theny1 y1 0 0 1
X X X X .  .  .  .G [ G rM G satisfies g1 ] g4 and A G / 0 because G is nilpo-q 0
 .tent. This shows, in particular, that case 1 of Proposition 1.7 cannot
ww X x X x X w X xoccur. Actually G , G , G s G because G , G / 0 and G actsy1 1 1 1 y1 1 0
faithfully in the compositional factors of the G -module G . In other0 1
X X X X X X X X .  .  .words, A G s G . By Theorem 1.2, A G ( B m S , A G ( B m S1 1 i i
for all i, where BX is a commutative associative algebra, SX a simple graded
Lie algebra which satisfies, according to Lemma 1.5, the hypotheses
of Theorem 1.1. Thus, if GX / G , either dim SX s 1 or p s 2, dim SX1 1 y1 y1
X X X X X X . w x w xs 2, S ( sl S . We have also S , S s 0, whence G , G s0 y1 y2 1 y2 1
X X X Xw  .  . x w xA G , A G s 0, and G , G s 0. Note that in the case when Gy2 1 y2 1 1
is G -irreducible we have dim GX s dim G by Lemma 1.4, hence dim SX0 1 y1 1
s dim SX . According to the remarks preceding the proof this holds onlyy1
X X w X xwhen dim S s 1. In this case dim S s 1 as well, hence G , G (y1 0 y1 1
X X X X X . w x.A G ( B m S is an abelian ideal of G and r G , G ( B is a0 0 0 y1 1
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subalgebra of the associative algebra End G , where r denotes they1
representation of G in G ( BX m SX .0 y1 y1
We shall examine now different possibilities occurring in Proposition
X X .1.7. Suppose 2 holds. Then G ( G s S . Thus dim G s 1 ory1 y1 y1 y1
 .  .p s 2, dim G s 2, G > sl G . Since G is nilpotent, G s sl G iny1 0 y1 0 0 y1
 .the latter case. Suppose 3 holds. Since G is nilpotent, the property0
w xdim G r G , G F 1 implies dim G s 1. The G -irreducibility of G0 0 0 0 0 y1
 . w X x w Y xforces dim G s 1. Suppose 4 holds. Then G s G , G q G , Gy1 0 y1 1 y1 1
w xis a sum of two abelian ideals. Hence G , G is contained in the center of0 0
G . Since G acts faithfully and irreducibly in G , its center consists of0 0 y1
scalar transformations of G and, in particular, is one-dimensional. Ity1
w xfollows that G is a Heisenberg algebra. The property dim G r G , G F 20 0 0 0
w X x. w Y x.implies dim G s 3. Choose X g r G , G and Y g r G , G such0 y1 1 y1 1
w x w 2 xthat X, Y s Id. Then X , Y s 2 X is not a scalar transformation,
2 w X x. w X x.hence X f r G , G , unless p s 2. Since r G , G must be ay1 1 y1 1
subalgebra of End G , we get p s 2. Since G is a nontrivial irreducibley1 y1
 .G -module, we get dim G s 2 and G ( sl G .0 y1 0 y1
Note also that the case p s 2, dim G s 2 can occur only when Gy1 1
contains at least two different maximal submodules, say GX and GY. As we1 1
w X x w Y x X Yhave noted, G , G s G , G s 0. Since G s G q G , we con-y2 1 y2 1 1 1 1
w xclude G , G s 0.y2 1
2. RESULTS ON SPENCER HOMOLOGY
Spencer homology is a common tool to obtain information about a
 w x.filtered deformation L of a graded Lie algebra G see 5, 6, 16 . We want
w xto find certain conditions on G which ensure that L, L / L, and so G
cannot occur as a graded algebra associated with a filtration of a simple
Lie algebra. We assume here that the gradation of G has depth 1. Then
G is a commutative subalgebra of G and we regard G as a G -mod-y1 y1
ule with respect to adjoint representation. The spaces of n-cocycles
n . n .Z G , G , n-coboundaries B G , G , and cohomology classesy1 y1
n . ni .H G , G inherit Z-gradations from G. Denote by Z G the subspacey1
n . ni .of Z G , G consisting of cocycles with values in G , by B G itsy1 i
n . ni . ni . ni .intersection with B G , G , and by H G the factor Z G rB G . Ify1
GX ; G is a homogeneous subalgebra with GX s G , then inclusionsy1 y1
ni X. ni . ni X . ni . ni X .Z G ; Z G , B G ; B G induce a linear mapping H G ª
ni .H G . It is a homomorphism of G -modules, and so its cokernel is a0
G -module, provided that GX is G -invariant.0 0
THEOREM 2.1. Let L s L > L > ??? be a filtered Lie algebra, G itsy1 0
associated graded algebra, GX s G [ GX where GX is an ideal of Gy1 0 0 0
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w x w x 0 2, y1 ..containing G , G q G , G . Suppose that H G , H G s 0.0 0 y1 1 0
Then there exists a subspace P ; L such that L s P q L , L s P l L and0 1 0
w xP, P ; L . Furthermore:0
 . 1 10  ..1 If H G , H G s 0 then there exists P as abo¨e such that0
 .  .N P q L s L where N P denotes the normalizer of P in L . If inL 1 0 L 00 0
01 .   ..addition H G s 0 which always holds pro¨ided G satisfies g1 then
 .N P l L s L ;L 1 20
 . 1 10 X. 10 .2 Denote by K the cokernel of the mapping H G ª H G . If
1 1. w x XH G , K s 0 then gr L, L ; G ;0 0 0 0
 . 2 20 X. 20  .3 Denote by K the cokernel of the mapping H G ª H G . If
1 1. 0 2 . w x XH G , K s 0 and H G , K s 0 then gr L, L ; G .0 0 0 0
Proof. Let p : L ª G [ L rL , i G y1, be the canonical projec-i i i i iq1
<tions and s : G ª L a linear mapping such that p s s id and, inGi i
 .particular, L s s G [ L for each i. The choice of s is not unique.i i iq1
Using information on Spencer homology groups, we shall adjust s in
 .  .order to obtain some special properties of the subspaces s G , s Gy1 0
with respect to the multiplication in L. There exist skewsymmetric bilinear
r r .mappings w : G = G ª G, r G 1, such that w G , G ; G andi j iqjqr
1 rw xs x , s y ' s x , y q w x , y q ??? qw x , y .  .  .  . .
mod L .iq jqrq1
for all i, j G y1, x g G , y g G . These mappings satisfy the well-knowni j
deformation equations. In particular,
1 2 1 1dw s 0, dw s w n w ,
where
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1w n w x , y , z s w w x , y , z q w w y , z , x q w w z , x , y .  .  .  . .  .  . .
for x, y, z g G and d is the differential of the standard cochain complex
for the Lie algebra G and its adjoint module. If t : G ª L is a linear
 .mapping such that t G ; L for all i then the replacement of s withi iqr
s q t does not affect w1, . . . , w ry1, while w r changes by a coboundary.
Denote by w r the restriction of w r to G = G .i j i j
1 2, y1 1 .First of all, w g Z G . Its cohomology class w gy1, y1 y1, y1
2, y1 . w xH G is an invariant of L called first order structure constant 5 . The
1 .equation dw x, y, z s 0 for x g G , y, z g G gives0 y1
1 1 1x ? w y , z s y , w x , z y z , w x , y . ) .  .  .  . .y1 , y1 0, y1 0, y1
It follows that x ? w1 is a coboundary for each x g G . Hence Gy1, y1 0 0
1 1annihilates w . By hypotheses, this implies that w is a cobound-y1, y1 y1, y1
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ary. Adjusting s on G we can achieve w1 s 0. This means thaty1 y1, y1
w  .  .x  .s G , s G : L . We may take P s s G q L .y1 y1 0 y1 1
1 1. X y1 X .Suppose that H G , K s 0. Put L s p G . This is an ideal of0 0 0 0
L . We claim that there exists a subspace Q ; L such that Q q L s L,0 0
X  .Q l L s L , and N Q q L s L . Actually we shall prove this under0 0 L 1 00
assumptions weaker than those in the statement of the theorem. Namely,
X w x w xwe do not require the inclusion G > G , G q G , G . Define u : G0 y1 1 0 0 0
 .  . . 1  .ª Hom G , G by the formula u x y s w x, y for x g G , y gy1 0 0, y1 0
1  .  . 10  .G . Since w s 0, it follows from ) that u G ; Z G . Lety1 y1, y1 0
10 10 .  .u : G ª H G denote the composite of u and the projection Z G ª0
10 1 10 .  .H G , and u : G ª K the composite of u and the projection H G0
1 1 .ª K . Taking x, y g G , z g G in the equation dw x, y, z s 0, we0 y1
get
1w xx ? u y y y ? u x y u x , y z s w x , y , z , .  .  .  . . . 00
10 .  . w x.  .whence x ? u y y y ? u x y u x, y g B G . It follows that u , hence
X 1also u , are 1-cocycles. By assumption u s d h for some h g K . We
denote by dX and dY the differentials of the standard cochain complexes
for the Lie algebras G and G , respectively. Pick out a preimage0 y1
X10 .  . .h g Z G of h. Then u y dh G is contained in the kernel of the0
10 . 1 10 . 10 X.projection Z G ª K , which is B G q Z G . Hence there exists a
 X Y . . 10 X.linear mapping z : G ª G such that u y dh y d (z G ; Z G .0 1 0
1  .  . . w  .x XIn other words, w x, y y x ? h y y y, z x g G for all x g G ,0, y1 0 0
y g G . Let c : G ª G be a homogeneous linear endomorphism ofy1
< <  . w  .xdegree 1 such that c s h and c s z . Then dc x, y s x, h y yG Gy1 0
w  .x  .  . . w  .xy, h x s 0 for x, y g G and dc x, y s x ? h y y y, z x for xy1
g G , y g G . Adjusting s , we can replace w1 with w1 y dc . Then we0 y1
1 . X 1 .  .achieve w G , G ; G , retaining w G , G s 0. Put Q s s G0 y1 0 y1 y1 y1
X  .q L and note that s G normalizes Q.0 0
1 10  .. XIf H G , H G s 0 then we can apply the preceding with G s 0,0 0
LX s L . Then P [ Q is the desired subspace. Since G s gr P, we0 1 y1 y1
w  . x 01 .  .have gr N P , G ; gr P s 0. If H G s 0 then gr N P s 0.1 L y1 0 1 L0 0X w x w x X w xSuppose further that G > G , G q G , G . Then L > L , L0 y1 1 0 0 0 y1 1
w x  .  .q L , L . In particular N Q > L , whence N Q s L . It follows0 0 L 1 L 00 0
w x w x w x XL , L s L , L q Q ; Q. Thus gr L , L ; gr Q s G .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 1 1 .  . .Suppose that H G , K s 0. If x, y, z g G then w n w x, y, z0 y1
 2 . . 2 20 .s 0, whence dw x, y, z s 0. This shows that w g Z G . Takingy1, y1
x g G , y, z g G , we get0 y1
2 2 2x ? w y , z s y , w x , z y z , w x , y .  .  . .y1 , y1 0, y1 0, y1
1 1q w n w x , y , z . . .
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X1 1 2 20 . .  .Note that w n w x, y, z g G . We conclude G ? w ; B G q0 0 y1, y1
20  X.Z G . The right hand side of this inclusions is the kernel of the
20  . 20  . 2projection Z G ª H G ª K . Hence G annihilates the image of0
2 2 2 20 .w in K . It follows that this image is zero, i.e., w g B G qy1, y1 y1, y1
20  X.Z G . Thus there exists a linear mapping j : G ª G such thaty1 1
2 Y 20 X.w y d j g Z G . Extend j to a homogeneous linear endomor-y1, y1
phism of G of degree 2. Adjusting s , we can replace w 2 with w 2 y dj ,
1 2 20 X. 2 . Xretaining w . Then we achieve w g Z G , i.e., w G , G ; G .y1, y1 y1 y1 0
w  .  .x X  .It follows s G , s G ; L . Since L s L q s G , we havey1 y1 0 0 y1
w x w x w  .  .x w x XL, L ; L, L q s G , s G ; Q. Thus gr L, L ; G .0 y1 y1 0 0
LEMMA 2.2. Let L s L > L > ??? be a filtered Lie algebra, G itsy1 0
associated graded algebra, GX an ideal of G . Suppose that G is an0 0 y1
w x X X w xirreducible G -module, gr L, L ; G and G q gr L, L s G . Then0 0 0 0 0 0 0
either G s GX or dim G rGX s 1 and there exists a G -in¨ariant nondegen-0 0 0 0 0
erate skewsymmetric bilinear form on G .y1
w xProof. The Lie algebra L acts trivially in V [ Lr L, L . The com-0 0
posite a : L = L ª V of the multiplication L = L ª L and the canonical
projection L ª V is an L -invariant skewsymmetric bilinear mapping. As0
 .a L, L s 0, it induces a G -invariant skewsymmetric bilinear mapping0 0
b : G = G ª V, where G acts trivially in V. For each linear formy1 y1 0
l g V U the composite l( b is a G -invariant skewsymmetric bilinear form0
on G . Since G is G -irreducible, the space of G -invariant bilineary1 y1 0 0
 .forms on G is at most one-dimensional. It follows that dim b G , Gy1 y1 y1
w x w xF 1. This means that the codimension of L, L in L, L , hence also that0
w x w xof L, L l L in L, L l L , is not greater than 1. Applying the0 0 0
projection L ª G , we see that this is valid also for the codimensions of0 0
w x w x X X w x Xgr L, L in gr L, L and G in G q gr L, L s G . If G / G then0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w x w xL, L / L, L , whence b / 0. Then there exists a nonzero G -invariant0 0
skewsymmetric bilinear form on G .y1
In the following sections we shall meet the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 in
two different cases. One of these is fairly well known. Let us keep the
notations of the theorem.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that G is an irreducible faithful G -module andy1 0
0 2, y1 .. 1 10 ..G has a nontri¨ ial center. Then H G , H G , H G , H G , and0 0 0
1 1. 0 2 .H G , K all ¨anish. If p ) 2 then H G , K s 0 as well.0 0
Proof. Let z be the element of the center of G which acts as minus0
identity transformation on G . Then z acts as identity transformation iny1
2, y1 . 10 . 1 2H G , H G , K . It acts as the multiplication by 2 in K . The result
is immediate now.
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10 . 10 X. 20 .The other case is when we can prove Z G s Z G and Z G s
20  X. 1  2 .Z G . Note that K s 0 respectively K s 0 whenever the former
 .respectively the latter equality holds.
LEMMA 2.4. Let ­ be a nilpotent deri¨ ation of a commutati¨ e associati¨ e
algebra B. Suppose that B is ­-simple. Then there exists an isomorphism of
 .algebras B ( O m for some m ) 0 such that the induced action of ­ in1
 .  r .  ry1. mO m is gi¨ en by the rule x ¬ x , 0 - r - p .1
Proof. We have B s k q m where m is a maximal ideal of B. Put
  . < 4  .h [ D g P k­ Dm ; m where P k­ denotes the universal p-
wenvelope of the one-dimensional Lie algebra k­ . According to 18, I,
x  .Theorem 4.1 there is a ­-invariant isomorphism B ( F k­ , h [
  . .  .Hom U k­ , k where U k­ is the universal enveloping algebra of k­uh .
 .and u h its subalgebra generated by h. There exists m ) 0 such that
­ p
m g h. If m is the smallest number with this property then ­ p i, 0 F i -
m, are linearly independent modulo h , i.e., ­ p
m
generates h as a restricted
r m  .Lie algebra. The elements ­ , 0 F r - p , form a basis of U k­ over
 .  .  r . m  r . s.u h . Then a basis of F k­ , h over k is y , 0 F r - p , where y ­ s
d , 0 F r, s - pm. We have ­ y  r . s y  ry1., and the assignment x  r . ¬ y  r .r s
 .  .defines the desired isomorphism of O m onto F k­ , h .1
LEMMA 2.5. If H is a nilpotent Lie algebra and V its irreducible module
then H acts nilpotently on End V.
Proof. Each element x g H has a single eigenvalue on V. Hence 0 is a
single eigenvalue of x on End V.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let B be a G -in¨ariant commutati¨ e subalgebra of the0
associati¨ e algebra End G . Assume that B is G -simple, G acts nilpotentlyy1 0 0
on B, and G is a free B-module the last condition is actually a conse-y1
. X y1 .quence of G -simplicity of B . Denote G [ r End G where r is the0 0 B y1
representation of G on G . Put GX [ G [ GX . Then0 y1 y1 0
 . 10  . 10 .1 Z G s Z G9 unless p s 2, rk G s 1;B y1
 . X 20 . 20 X.2 Assume in addition that dim G rG F 1. Then Z G s Z G0 0
unless one of the following holds:
 .  X .a p s 3, dim B s 3, rk G F 2. If rk G s 2 then r G oB y1 B y1 0
 .sl G ;B y1
 .b p s 2, dim B s 2;
 .c p s 2, dim B s 4, rk G s 1.B y1
 .  < 4Here sl G s w g End G tr w s 0 where tr denotes the traceB y1 B y1 B B
function End G ª B.B y1
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Proof. Let p : G ª Der B designate the natural homomorphism. So0
 . . w  . x Xp x f s r x , f for x g G , f g B. In particular, G s ker p .0 0
 . 10  .1 Suppose first that rk G ) 1. Let w g Z G , i.e., w : G ªB y1 y1
w  . x w  . xG is a linear mapping satisfying w u , ¨ s w ¨ , u for all u, ¨ g G .0 y1
Put c s p (w. Given f , g g B, we have
c u g ¨ s w u , g¨ y g w u , ¨ s w g¨ , u y g w ¨ , u , .  .  .  .  .  .
c fu y fc u g ¨ s c g¨ y gc ¨ f u. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
If u is contained in a basis of G as a B module, then we may take ¨ toy1
 .  .be a different element of this basis. It follows c fu s fc u . Thus c is
wB-linear. Actually this fact is explicitly mentioned in the proof of 11,
xProposition 4.1 , although under different settings. We have to prove that
 . X  . w G ; G , i.e., c s 0. By the above c G ; T where T [ D gy1 0 y1
 . <  .4p G BD ; p G is the largest B-submodule of Der B contained in0 0
 .  .p G . Obviously T is an ideal of p G . Suppose T / 0. Then the0 0
 .elements D f with D g T , f g B generate a nonzero G -invariant ideal0
I of B. The G -simplicity of B ensures I s B. Since B is local this is a0
.well-known consequence of differential simplicity , there exist D g T and
 . X y1  .f g B such that h [ D f is invertible in B. Then D [ h fD g p G0
X . Xand D f s f , i.e., D is not nilpotent, a contradiction.
The case rk G s 1, p ) 2 is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.1B y1
 w x.another path is to follow 11, Proposition 4.1 . Consider the Lie algebra
Ä  .G [ B q r G of linear transformations of G . If V ; G is a0 0 y1 y1
ÄG -invariant subspace, then V s IG where I is a G -invariant ideal of0 y1 0
ÄB. It follows V s 0 or V s G , i.e., G is an irreducible G -module.y1 y1 0
Ä ÄNext, B is an abelian ideal of G on which G acts nilpotently. Since0 0
ÄEnd G s B, the kernel of representation G ª Der B coincides withB y1 0
Ä ÄB. It follows that G rB is nilpotent, whence so is G as well. Let0 0
Ä Ä Ä .G s [ G be the full Cartan prolongation of the pair G , G . Wei y1 0iGy1
Ä 10 Ä Ä . w x  .may identify G with Z G so that w, u s w u for w g G , u g G .1 1 y1
Ä Ä . w xNote that Hom G , B ; G , whence B ; G , G . We cannot claimB y1 1 y1 1
Ä Ä Äthat dim G - `. However, G [ G [ G generates a finite dimensionaly1 0 1
Äsubalgebra. Indeed, it is contained in the subalgebra of G consisting of the
 . pelements x such that ad u x s 0 for all u g G . The latter is obviouslyy1
finite dimensional this argument was communicated to me by Yu. B.
Ä.Ermolaev . We replace G with this subalgebra and apply Theorem 1.2 to
Ä X .it. Thus A G ( B m S where S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1
according to Lemma 1.5. Hence dim S s dim S s 1. We see that Gy1 0 y1
X Ä Ä X Xw x  .is free of rank 1 over B and G , G s A G s B . Since B ; B andy1 1 0
X Äw xrk G s 1, it follows B s B . Thus G , G s B. If w : G ª G isB y1 y1 1 y1 0
10 Ä 10 Ä .  .an element of Z G then r (w : G ª G is an element of Z G .y1 0
  ..  . XHence r w G ; B, i.e., w G ; G .y1 y1 0
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 . X  .2 Since the case G s G is trivial, we may assume that dim p G0 0 0
X  .  .s dim G rG s 1. Let p G s k­ . By Lemma 2.4, B ( O m and ­0 0 0 1
 . 20 .acts on O m canonically. Let w g Z G . Define c : G = G ª k1 y1 y1
  ..  .setting p w u, ¨ s c u, ¨ ­ for u, ¨ g G . We have to show thaty1
c s 0 except for the cases listed in the statement of Proposition 2.6.
Choose a basis e , . . . , e of G over B. Define D g End G by the rule1 n y1 y1
 .  .   ..  .D fe s ­ f e for f g B, 1 F i F n. We have r w u, ¨ s c u, ¨ D qi i
X . X .w u, ¨ where w u, ¨ g End G . The condition that w is a cocycleB y1
w  . x w  . x w  . xmeans w u, ¨ , w q w ¨ , w , u q w w, u , ¨ s 0 for all u, ¨ , w g G .y1
Take u s fe , ¨ s ge , w s he where f , g, h g B, 1 F i, j, k F n, andi j k
rewrite this as
c fe , ge ­ h e q c ge , he ­ f e q c he , fe ­ g e .  .  .  . .  .i j k j k i k i j
q hwX fe , ge e q fwX ge , he e q gwX he , fe e s 0. .  .  .  . .  .i j k j k i k i j
) .
 .Now B contains an element x such that ­ x s 1. Substitute first 1, then
x for h above and subtract the former multiplied by x from the latter. We
get
c fe , ge e s ­ f c xe , ge y xc e , ge e .  .  . .  .i j k k j k j i
y ­ g c xe , fe y xc e , fe e .  .  . .k i k i j
q f wX xe , ge y xwX e , ge e .  .  . .k j k j i
y g wX xe , fe y xwX e , fe e . .  .  . .k i k i j
 .Comparing coefficients of e , we find an expression for c fe , ge . We seek i j
that there exist linear mappings a : B ª B, b : B ª B, 1 F i, j F n,i j i j
such that
c fe , ge s fa g y ga f q ­ f b g y ­ g b f . .  .  .  .  .  . .i j i j ji i j ji
Furthermore, if there exists an index k / i, j then we may take b s bi j ji
s 0. This holds for each pair i, j when n G 3 and for i s j when n s 2. If
n s 2 and i / j then we get an expression with b s 0 taking k s i.ji
 .Now we shall use the condition that c fe , ge is a scalar. Morei j
Ä Ä .generally, let c : B = B ª B be a bilinear mapping such that c f , g g k,
Ä  ..hence ­ c f , g s 0, for all f , g g B. Suppose that
Ä X Xc f , g s fa g q ga f q ­ f b g q ­ g b f .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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for some linear endomorphisms a , a X, b , b X : B ª B. Identify B with a
subalgebra of End B. Then End B is free over B with ­ r, 0 F r - pm, as
its basis. Expanding a , a X, b , b X over this basis, we get
Ä r sc f , g s a ­ f ­ g , .  .  . r s
m0Fr , s-p
where a g B, a s 0 whenever r, s ) 1. Nowr s r s
Ä r s­ c f , g s c ­ f ­ g , .  .  . .  r s
m0Fr , s-p
 .where c s ­ a q a q a ; we set a s 0 and a s 0.r s r s ry1, s r , sy1 y1, s r , y1
Since ­ r, 0 F r - pm, are linearly independent over B, the condition
Ä  ..­ c f , g s 0 implies c s 0, i.e.,r s
­ a q a q a s 0, 0 F r , s - pm . )) .  .r s ry1, s r , sy1
Take here r s 2 and obtain a s 0 whenever s ) 2. Next take r s 1 and1 s
obtain a s 0 whenever s ) 3. Suppose that a / 0 for some s. Let t be0 s 0 s
the largest integer such that a / 0. In particular, t F 3. If t - pm y 10 t
 .then we could take r s 0, s s t q 1, and obtain from )) a s 0, a0 t
contradiction. Hence t s pm y 1, and so pm F 4. Suppose that a s 0 for0 s
all s, but a / 0 for some s. Let t be the largest integer such that a / 0.1 s 1 t
In particular, t F 2. If t - pm y 1 then we could take r s 1, s s t q 1 and
 . mobtain from )) a s 0, a contradiction. Hence t s p y 1, and so1 t
pm F 3. We can investigate similarly a and a . Thus all coefficientsr 0 r1
Ävanish, i.e., c s 0, unless p s 3, m s 1 or p s 2, m F 2.
Under assumption b s b X s 0 we have a s 0 whenever r, s ) 0. Pro-r s
Ä mceeding as above we conclude c s 0 unless p F 2, i.e., p s 2, m s 1.
Under assumption b X s 0 we have a s 0 whenever r ) 1, s ) 0. Herer s
Ä mc s 0 unless p F 3, i.e., p s 2 or 3, m s 1.
These considerations prove our assertion concerning c . It remains only
to investigate more thoroughly the case p s 3, n s 2, m s 1. We have
 .  .proved already that c fe , ge s c fe , ge s 0. By the above1 1 2 2
c fe , ge s a ­ r f ­ s g , .  .  .1 2 r s
0Fr , sF2
where a s 0 whenever r ) 1, s ) 0 or, by symmetry, r ) 0, s ) 1. Inr s
other words, a s 0 whenever r q s ) 2. Put a [ a andr s 02
Ä 2 X r sc f , g [ c fe , ge y ­ afg s a ­ f ­ g . .  .  .  .  .1 2 r s
0Fr , sF2
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X X 2 .Then a s 0 whenever r q s ) 2, and also a s 0. Note that ­ afg g kr s 02
for all f , g g B since ­ 3 s 0. Examining successively coefficients in
Ä X Ä  ..  .­ c f , g s 0, we find a s 0 for all r, s. Thus c s 0, and c fe , ge sr s 1 2
2 .  .­ afg . Take in ) i s j s 1, k s 2, and look at the coefficients of e .1
We get
­ 2 agh ­ f y ­ 2 afh ­ g q g f , g h q d g , h f y d f , h g s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
 . X . .Here d f , h is the coefficient of e in w fe , he e , while g does not1 1 1 2 1
interest us. Inserting g s 1, we find
d f , h s ­ 2 ah ­ f q g f , 1 h q d 1, h f . .  .  .  .  .1 1
We can write
d f , h y d 1, fh s b ­ r f ­ s h .  .  .  .1 1 r s
0Fr , sF2
 .with some b g B. The expansion of d 1, fh is a B-linear combination ofr s 1
 . 2 .fh, ­ fh , ­ fh , and so contains only terms with r q s F 2. Hence b s12
 . X . .a, b s 0. Let d f , h denote the coefficient of e in w fe , he e . By21 2 2 1 2 2
symmetry,
d f , h y d 1, fh s c ­ r f ­ s h , .  .  .  .2 2 r s
0Fr , sF2
 .  .where c g B, c s 0. Now notice that c fe , he s c e , fhe . Hencer s 12 1 2 1 2
 .  . X X . X .  X .w fe , he y w e , fhe g G , and w fe , he y w e , fhe g r G .1 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0
We have
tr wX fe , he y wX e , fhe .  . .B 1 2 1 2
s d f , h y d 1, fh q d f , h y d 1, fh .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
s b q c ­ r f ­ s h . .  .  . r s r s
0Fr , sF2
 X .  .If r G ; sl G then we deduce b q c s 0 for all r, s. In particu-0 B y1 r s r s
lar, a s b q c s 0. Hence c s 0.12 12
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p s 3. Suppose that B is a G -in¨ariant commuta-0
ti¨ e subalgebra of the associati¨ e algebra End G such that B is G -simple,y1 0
G acts nilpotently on B, and G is free of rank 2 o¨er B. Assume in0 y1
 .  .addition that sl G ; r G , where r is the representation of G in G .B y1 0 0 y1
0 2, y1 ..Then H G , H G s 0.0
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Proof. Let e , e be a basis for G over B, and let E , 1 F i, j F 2, be1 2 y1 i j
B-linear endomorphisms of G defined by the rule E e s d e , l s 1, 2.y1 i j l jl i
then Be , Be are two weight spaces with respect to a one-dimensional1 2
2, y1 .  .torus T [ k E y E . Suppose that w g H G is annihilated by G .11 22 0
2, y1 .We can find its T-invariant representative w g Z G . Then
w fe , ge s 0, w fe , ge s j f , g e , .  .  .1 2 1 1 2
w fe , ge s h f , g e .  .2 2 1
for all f , g g B, where j , h are certain skewsymmetric bilinear mappings
 . .  .B = B ª B. We have E w fe , ge s yj f , g e . On the other hand,12 1 2 2
E w is a coboundary, say dg , where g : G ª G is a linear mapping.12 y1 0
 . w  .x w  . xWe have dg fe , ge s fe , g ge q g fe , ge . Comparing the coef-1 2 1 2 1 2
ficients of e , we get2
j f , g s ga f q fa X g q d f g , .  .  .  .  .
where a , a X : B ª B and d : B ª Der B are certain linear mappings. Note
 .  .that d B ; p G where p : G ª Der B is the canonical homomor-0 0
 .  .  .phism. Put D [ d 1 g Der B and d f s d f y fD. The skewsym-0
metricity of j is written as
f a g q a X g q g a f q a X f q d f g q d g f s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 . X .Inserting f s g s 1, we get a 1 q a 1 s 0. Inserting next g s 1, we get
 . X .  .  . .  . .a f q a f s yD f . It follows that d f g q d g f s 0 for all0 0
f , g g B.
 .Denote by R the set of all linear mappings « : B ª p G such that the0
 .  .  .mapping « : B ª Der B defined by the rule « f [ « f y f« 1 , f g B,0 0
 . .  . .satisfies « f g q « g f s 0 for all f , g g B or, equivalently,0 0
 . .  .  .  .e g g s 0 for all g g B. Note that « gh s g« h q h« g for any0 0 0 0
X  .such an « and g, h g B. If « g R and D g p G then0
X X X X XD« f [ D , « f y « D f s f D , « 1 q D« f . .  .  .  .  .  .  .0
 X . .  . X  X . . .Obviously, D« f g p G and D« satisfies D« g g s 0. We0 0 0
conclude that DX« g R. It follows that the ideal I of B generated by all
 . .elements « f g with « g R and f , g g B is G -invariant. Hence I s B0 0
or I s 0. Suppose I s B. Let m be the maximal ideal of B. There exists
 . .« , f , g such that u [ « f g f m. Since Brm ( k, we have u s l0
 .modm for some nonzero l g k. Subtracting suitable scalars, we may
2  . 2 .assume f , g g m. Note that g f m since « f m ; m. The derivation0
 .  .  .  . 2« fg s fg« 1 q f« g q g« f leaves m , hence also m , invariant.0 0
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 . .  . .  2 .  .However, « fg g s g« f g ' lg mod m . It follows that « fg in-
2  .duces a nonnilpotent linear transformation of mrm . Hence « fg is not
nilpotent, a contradiction. Thus I s 0, i.e., « s 0 for every « g R. This0
means that each « g R is a B-linear mapping. As we have seen in the
 .proof of Proposition 2.6, p G contains no nonzero B-submodules. It0
follows R s 0.
We have proved that d g R. Hence d s 0. The skewsymmetricity of j
X  .  .  .  .now yields a s ya , i.e., j f , g s ga f y fa g . By symmetry h f , g
 .  .s g b f y fb g where b : B ª B is a linear mapping. Define a linear
 . .  .  . .mapping c : G ª G so that r (c fe s a f E and r (c fey1 0 1 21 2
 .s b f E for f g B. We see that w s dc is a coboundary.12
3. A RECOGNITION CRITERION FOR CARTAN
TYPE ALGEBRAS
Most of the basic results describing behavior of Cartan type Lie algebras
have counterexamples in low characteristics. This is true, in particular, in
regard to filtered deformations. We will show here that even in low
characteristics a filtered deformation of a graded Cartan type Lie algebra
is itself of Cartan type provided that the filtered and the graded algebras
have the same parameters of the minimal embedding into a Witt type Lie
algebra.
 .Let L be a Lie algebra and L its subalgebra. Denote by P L the0
universal p-envelope of L, i.e., the restricted Lie subalgebra generated by
 .  .L in the universal enveloping algebra U L . For r G 0 denote by P L ther
 . p jsubspace of P L spanned by the elements D with D g L, j F r. The
w xheight function ¨ on L associated with L is defined as follows 13 : If0
 . p r  .D g L then ¨ D is the smallest integer r G 0 such that D g P L qry1
 .  .  . N L where N L denotes the normalizer of L in P L we setP L. 0 P L. 0 0
 . .  .formally P L s 0 . Obviously, the value ¨ D depends only on they1
 .  .coset of D modulo L . Assume that N L s L . Denote by m L, L0 L 0 0 0
 .the n-tuple m , . . . , m such that n s dim LrL and each integer r ) 01 n 0
is repeated among m , . . . , m the number of times equal to dim E rE ,1 n r ry1
 <  . 4where E [ D g L ¨ D F r .r
w xTHEOREM 3.1 13, Theorem 1.1 . Suppose that L is selfnormalizing in L0
and contains no nonzero ideals of L. Let mX be a n-tuple of positi¨ e integers,
 X.n [ dim LrL . There exists a transiti¨ e embedding t : L ª W m such0 n
y1  X. . X  .  X.that L s t W m if and only if m G m L, L , where W m is the0 n 0 0 n 0
 X.distinguished maximal subalgebra of W m .n
w xTHEOREM 3.2 18, I, Theorem 8.2 . Let L be a transiti¨ e subalgebra of
 .  .W m and L [ L l W m . Denote by G the representation of L inn 0 n 0 0
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LrL . Suppose that one of the following conditions holds:0
 .  .  .1 G L ; sl LrL ,0 0
 . w x  w x.  .2 L q L, L s L and G L l L, L ; sl LrL ,0 0 0
 . X .  .  .3 sp LrL ; G L ; sp LrL ,0 0 0
 . X .  .  w x.  .4 sp LrL ; G L and G L l L, L ; sp LrL ,0 0 0 0
 . w x. .5 the subspace L rL [ G L , L LrL is of codimension 1 iny1 0 0 0 0
LrL and the bilinear mapping L rL = L rL ª LrL induced by0 y1 0 y1 0 y1
the multiplication in L is nondegenerate.
 .Then there exists a ¨olume, hamiltonian, or contact form v on W m suchn
 .  .  .  .that L is contained in S m, v , CS m, v , H m, v , CH m, v , orn n n n
 .K m, v in the respecti¨ e cases. The form v is unique up to a multiple.n
X .We denote by sp V the commutant of the symplectic Lie algebra
 .  .  .  .sp V , which is distinct from sp V in case of p s 2. Conditions 1 ] 5
 .  . w x  .correspond to 8.1 ] 8.5 of 18, I . We have replaced 8.4 however, with a
 .slightly weaker condition. The reduction of this case to 3 still can be
X .carried out. Note that sp V is an irreducible Lie algebra of linear
X .transformations unless p s 2, dim V s 2, in which case sp V consists of
 . w xscalar transformations. If L satisfies 4 , we deduce L , L q L s L,0 0
w x X w x X Xhence also L, L q L s L. Consider L [ L, L q L where L [0 0 0
y1  .. X XG sp LrL . Then L is a transitive subalgebra of L such that L l L0 0
X X .  X .  .s L and sp LrL ; G L ; sp LrL . Hence there exists a hamilto-0 0 0 0
 .nian form v uniquely determined up to a scalar multiple with the
X  . Xproperty L ; H m, v . Since L is an ideal of L, for each D g L then
differential form Dv is annihilated by LX, hence is a scalar multiple of v.
 .It follows L ; CH m, v .n
w xFollowing 25 , we call a filtration L , i g Z, in a Lie algebra L standardi
w x  <w x 4if L s L , L q L for all i F y1 and L s x g L L , x ; Liy1 y1 i i iq1 i y1 i
for all i G 0, or, in other words, the associated graded algebra G satisfies
 .  .g1 and g2 . Every pair L ; L of a subalgebra L and its module L0 y1 0 y1
determine a standard filtration. A standard filtration is called noncon-
 .tractible if G satisfies g3 as well.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let L be a Lie algebra endowed with an exhausti¨ e
separating noncontractible standard filtration. Let G [ gr L. Suppose that
 .  .A G / 0 and that the factor algebra G rA G is sol¨ able. Let M ; L be aq 0 0
 . `. `.subalgebra. Then gr M > A G if and only if M > L , where L denotes the
final term of the deri¨ ed series for L.
 . w x w  .  .xProof. If M satisfies gr M > A G then gr M, M > A G , A G s
 . `.  . `.  .A G , and it follows gr M > A G . In particular, gr L > A G . One
implication of this proposition is immediate now.
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 .Suppose gr M > A G . We note first that M is generated by M .y1
Indeed, let N be the subalgebra of M generated by M . Then gr N sy1 i
 .gr M for all i G y1. In particular, G s A G s gr M s gr N. Byi y1 y1 y1 y1
 .g2 G ; gr N. Hence gr N s gr M, and N s M. We see also that G ;y y
gr M, whence M q L s L. Next we claim that M q L is a subalgebra for0 i
any i. We may assume that i ) 0, in which case L is a subalgebra. Leti
w x.p : L ª G denote the canonical projection. Since p M , L siy1 iy1 y1 i
w x  . w x y1 .G , G ; A G ; gr M,we get M , L ; p gr M ; M qy1 i iy1 iy1 y1 i iy1
L . Hence M normalizes M q L . Being generated by M , the algebrai y1 i y1
w xM normalizes M q L as well. Thus M, L ; M q L , as required.i i i
Denote by s the representation of M in LrM. The subspaces L qi
.M rM form an exhaustive separating filtration of LrM. By the above it
consists of submodules with respect to s . Denote by J the kernel of the
representation of M in the associated graded module gr LrM. Then J is
an ideal of M containing M [ M l L . Hence gr J is an ideal of gr M1 1
 .containing gr M, and in particular A G . By Lemma 1.3 the ideal of1 1
 .  .  .  .A G generated by A G is equal to A G . It follows A G ; gr J. In1
particular, G ; J. Hence M s M q J. Furthermore, MrJ ( M rJ l My 0 0 0
 .( gr Mrgr J. Since gr J > A G , this factor algebra is solvable. Obvi-0 0 0 0
 .ously, J acts nilpotently in LrM, whence s J is nilpotent. Since ker s ; J,
 .  .  .we have s M rs J ( MrJ. We conclude that s M is solvable.
In proving the inclusion M > L`. we may assume that M is a minimal
 . w xsubalgebra satisfying gr M > A G . Then M, M s M. We deduce that
 .  .s M s 0, i.e., M is an ideal of L. Note that L r M q L ( G rgr M0 0 1 0 0
is solvable. Since L is nilpotent, LrM ( L rM is solvable as well,1 0 0
whence the required inclusion.
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type related to an
n-tuple m, and let L be a filtered deformation of G. If p s 2, n s 2 m s 1,2
 .and G is hamiltonian, assume that G ( sl G and G / 0. Then L is a0 y1 1
filtered Lie algebra of Cartan type related to m whene¨er the equality
 .m L, L s m holds. More precisely, there exists a ¨olume, hamiltonian, or0
 .contact form v on W m such thatn
 . X  .  . X  .  .1 if S m ; G ; S m then S m, v ; L ; S m, v ,n n n n
 . X  .  . X  .  .2 if S m ; G ; CS m then S m, v ; L ; CS m, v ,n n n n
 . Y .  . Y .  .3 if H m ; G ; H m then H m, v ; L ; H m, v ,n n n n
 . Y .  . Y .  .4 if H m ; G ; CH m then H m, v ; L ; CH m, v ,n n n n
 . X  .  . X  .  .5 if K m ; G ; K m then K m, v ; L ; K m, v .n n n n
 .Proof. Let t : L ª W m be a minimal embedding afforded by Theo-n
 .  .  .rem 3.1. If G satisfies the hypotheses of 1 , 3 , or 5 then the respective
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condition of Theorem 3.2 holds. Suppose that G satisfies the hypotheses of
 .  .  .  .either 2 or 4 . We identify G with the Lie algebra G L ; gl G .0 0 y1
 w x. w x X X  .Suppose that G L l L, L s gr L, L o G where G [ sl G or0 0 0 0 y1
 .  .G l sp G , respectively. Then G s gl G in the first case, while0 y1 0 y1
X .  .  .sp G , b ; G ; csp G , b , G o sp G , b in the second, where wey1 0 y1 0 y1
use the notation b to specify a skewsymmetric nondegenerate form on
 .G . If p ) 2 then actually G s csp G , b in the second case. In ally1 0 y1
 X .cases G has a nontrivial center if p s 2 then sp G , b contains the0 y1
. X w x w xidentity transformation of G . Note that G > G , G q G , G . Byy1 0 y1 1 0 0
 . w x X XLemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 2 , gr L, L ; G . Since dim G rG s 1,0 0 0 0 0
X w xwe have G q gr L, L s G . By Lemma 2.2 there exists a nonzero0 0 0
G -invariant bilinear form on G . This immediately leads to a contradic-0 y1
 .tion when G s gl G . Any bilinear form on G which is invariant with0 y1 y1
X .respect to sp G , b is a scalar multiple of b. However, b is noty1
 .  .G -invariant, again a contradiction. Thus either 2 or 4 of Theorem 3.20
does hold.
Ä Ä .  .  .  .We conclude t L ; L where L [ S m, v , CS m, v , H m, v ,n n n
 .  .CH m, v , or K m, v in the respective cases. The associated gradedn n
Ä Ä y1 Ä .algebra G [ gr L is of the same Cartan type as G. Since L s t L ,0 0
Äthe filtration of L is induced by the canonical filtration of L. Hence t
X Ä  .induces an embedding of graded algebras t : G ª G. Both A G and
Ä X Y .  .  .A G are graded Lie algebras of Cartan type isomorphic to S m , H m ,n n
X X Ä .  .  .or K m in the respective cases. Since t maps A G into A G , we mustn
X Ä X Ä  ..  .  .  .  .have t A G s A G . Thus gr t L s t G > A G . Straightforward ex-
Ä Ä Ä .  .amining of Cartan type shows that G rA G is solvable and A G / 0.0 0 q
Ä`. .  .By Proposition 3.3, t L > L . Thus t L is of Cartan type.
 .  .Convenient conditions ensuring the equality m L, L s m G, G q G0 0 q
w xare provided by 13, Theorem 3.2 . The equality is fulfilled for Cartan type
w xLie algebras of characteristic p ) 3 30, Proposition 5.1 . The cases p s 2, 3
require a more careful analysis. Here we will need a result on equality of
parameters of the minimal embedding in a form given by H. Strade.
If G is a graded Lie algebra then its derivation algebra Der G carries
induced gradation. Put Der G s [ Der G. Denote by DerX G they i yi- 0
restricted subalgebra of Der G generated by ad G . Then DerX G is ay y y
 . Xhomogeneous ideal of Der G. We put D G s Der GrDer G andy y y
 . XD G s Der GrDer G for i - 0.i i i
w xTHEOREM 3.5 25 . Let L s L > L > . . . be a standard filtrationyr yrq1
in a Lie algebra L and G s gr L. Assume that r - p and G q G is0 q
 .selfnormalizing in G. If D G s 0 for all i - 0, i.e., if Der G is generatedi y
 .  .as a restricted algebra by ad G , then m L, L s m G, G q G .y 0 0 q
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G be a graded Lie algebra of depth r ) 0. Suppose
that G is an irreducible G -module and the centralizer of G in G coincidesyr 0 y
with G these assumptions are automatically fulfilled whene¨er G satisfiesyr
 .  ..  < X 4 Xg1 ] g4 . Put T [ x g G Dx s 0 for all D g Der G and T [i i yiyr i
w x X G , G . Then T > T and there are canonical embeddings0 - j- i j iyj i i
 .  X .D G ª Hom T rT , G for i ) 0. If r - p then there is also anyiyr G i i yr0
 . 1 .embedding D G ª H G , G .yr 0 yr
Proof. Let i G 0. We first establish the injectivity of the mapping
 .a : Der G ª Hom G , G obtained by restricting derivations to G .yiyr i yr i
 .  .Suppose that D g Der G and D G s 0. Then D G ; [ G .yiyr i jj)yr
 . w  .x w x.Furthermore, since D G s 0, we have G , D G s D G , G ;y y y
 .D G . Since G acts nilpotently on G, every nonzero G -invariant sub-y y
space of G contains a nonzero element annihilated by G . By assumptionsy
 .on G, it follows D G s 0.
If i s 0 then the image of a is contained in the group of 1-cocycles
1 .  .Z G , G . In this case a D is a coboundary if and only if D g ad G .0 yr yr
1 .Hence the kernel of the mapping Der G ª H G , G induced by ayr 0 yr
coincides with ad G . Notice that DerX G s ad G provided r - p.yr yr yr
 .Assume that i ) 0. The image of a is contained in Hom G , GG i yr0
 .because D G s 0 for every D g Der G. If D g Der G then0 yiyr yiyr
 X. w x. w x  X.D T ; D G , G ; G , G ; [ G , whence D T s 0. In par-i q q q j ij)yr
ticular, T X ; T and a induces a mapping b : Der G ªi i y ry i
 X . XHom T rT , G . Obviously ker b > Der G. It remains only to ver-G i i yr yryi0
ify that the equality holds here. Note that a induces a mapping g : ker b
 .ª Hom G rT , G which is injective since a is. We will show that theG i i yr0
restriction of g to DerX G is surjective. The claim then follows.yryi
w X x XNote that Der G, ad G ; ad G s 0, i.e., E [ Der G is ayryi 0 yryi yryi
trivial G -module. The dual vector space EU is also a trivial G -module.0 0
 . UConsider the mapping u : G rT ª Hom E, G ( E m G defined byi i yr yr
 . .  . .  .the rule u x q T D s g D x q T s D x for x g G , D g E. Obvi-i i i
ously, u is a homomorphism of G -modules. It is injective according to the0
definition of T . The G -module EU m G is a sum of submodulesi 0 yr
isomorphic to G , hence is completely reducible. It follows that theyr
 U .transpose of u which is non other than g : E ( Hom E m G , GG yr yr0
 .ª Hom G rT , G is surjective.G i i yr0
ÄLEMMA 3.7. Let G be a graded Lie algebra of depth r and G its
Ähomogeneous subalgebra. Suppose that the centralizer of G in G coincidesy
Ä Ä1 Äwith G . Denote by Z the group of homogeneous 1-cocycles G ª G ofyr
Ä1degree yr, by H its factor group modulo coboundaries. There are canonical
Ä1 1 Ä Ä1 1 Ä .  .embeddings Z ª Z G , G and H ª H G , G . Furthermore, a0 yr 0 yr
Ähomogeneous linear mapping w : G ª G of degree yr is a 1-cocycle if and
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Äonly if w is a G -module homomorphism and its restriction G ª G is ay 0 yr
1-cocycle.
Proof. Let w be homogeneous of degree yr. The condition that w is a
w x. w  .x w  . xcocycle means w x, y s x, w y q w x , y for all x, y g G. Assume
 .x g G , y g G . If i - 0, then w x s 0 and the equality means that wi j
commutes with ad x. For i s j s 0 it is the cocyle condition for the
Ärestriction G ª G . Suppose that the equality does hold for those values0 yr
of i, j. We claim that it holds then for all i, j. We proceed by induction on
Äi q j and may assume i q j ) 0. Then both sides of the equality are in Gl
where l s i q j y r ) yr. Since for all z g Gy
w xz , w x , y y x , w y y w x , y .  . .
w x w x w xs w z , x , y y z , x , w y y w z , x , y .  . .
w x w x w xqw x , z , y y x , w z , y y w x , z , y s 0, . . .
 .  .our claim follows. If w G s 0 then w G is a G -invariant subspace0 y
Ä  .contained in [ G . We then get w G s 0, i.e., the canonical mappingll )yr
Ä1 1 Ä .Z ª Z G , G is injective. Since the coboundaries are in each case0 yr
Ädetermined by the elements of G , the induced mapping of cohomologyyr
groups is injective as well.
4. FILTERED DEFORMATIONS OF
HAMILTONIAN ALGEBRAS
We shall apply the results of the preceding section to describe filtered
Y .  .deformations of hamiltonian Lie algebras G, H m ; G ; H m . The2 2
case p s 3, m s 1 presents the main difficulty. It will be useful to2
introduce special notations for certain graded hamiltonian Lie algebras of
characteristic 3:
X X m [ HY m , 1 , .  .1 2 1
X m [ X X m q k D x  p
m1y1 .x 2. q k D x  p
m1. . .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 1
THEOREM 4.1. Let L s L > L > . . . be a standard separating filtra-y1 0
tion in a Lie algebra L, and let G [ gr L be its associated graded algebra.
 .Assume that dim G s 2, G ( sl G , G / 0. Then L is isomorphic asy1 0 y1 1
Ä Y Ä .an abstract Lie algebra to a hamiltonian Lie algebra L, H m, v ; L ;2
Ä .H m, v . Furthermore, L is isomorphic to a hamiltonian Lie algebra L as a2
 . X .filtered Lie algebra unless p s 3, m s 1, G s X m , or G s X m q2 1 1
  p
m1.. Y .k D x . The graded Lie algebra H m has no nontri¨ ial filtered deforma-1 2
tions.
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The proof will be given at the end of this section. We shall use the
 . Xnotations D G , T , T introduced in Section 3. Put T [ [ T andi i iiG1
X X w xT [ [ T s G , G . When we need to specify the graded Lie alge-i q qiG1
 . X .bra we write T G and T G instead.
Y .   p s. .LEMMA 4.2. Let G s H m . The cosets of the elements D x x ,2 i j
1 F i, j F 2, 0 - s - m , constitute a basis for G rT. The cosets of thei q
  p s.. selements D x , 1 F i F 2, s - m , p G 4, and in addition the elementsi i
  p sy1 .  py1..D x x with 0 - s - m if p s 3, m s 1 or with 1 - s - m if1 2 1 2 1
 . Xp s 2, m s 1 constitute a basis for T l G rT where G s [ G .2 2. 2. ll G 2
The algebra G is generated by its components G , G , G , and the elementsy1 0 1
  p m iy1. .D x x , 1 F i, j F 2.i j
Proof. As is well known, a basis for G consists of the elements
 a. b.. m1 m2  .  m1 m2 .D x x with 0 F a - p , 0 F b - p , a, b / p y 1, p y 1 ,1 2
 .  . w xand a, b / 0, 0 . Straightforward computations 9, III, Proposition 1
show that the monomials in x , x of degree at least 4 and distinct from1 2
the ones indicated in the statement of the lemma constitute a basis for T X.
 .  . p s .Next, D f g T if and only if D f g G and ­ f is a linear combi-q i
nation of the monomials x a.x b. with a q b / 1 for all i s 1, 2 and s G 0.1 2
Hence the monomials in x , x of degree at least 3 and distinct from1 2
x  p
s.x give a basis for T. One verifies straightforwardly that the subalgebrai j
  p m iy1. .H generated by G , G , G and the elements D x x , 1 F i, j F 2,y1 0 1 i j
contains also all the elements indicated in the statement of the lemma.
Hence H contains a subspace of G complementary to T X. As G isq q
nilpotent, it is generated by this subspace. It follows H > G , and H s G.q
Y .  .  .PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume H m ; G ; H m . Then D G s 0 for2 2 i
all i except for the following cases:
 . Y .  .  .1 p s 3, G s H 1 , dim D G s 1, dim D G s 2;2 y2 y1
 . X . X .   p
m1..  .2 p s 3, m s 1, G s X m , X m q k D x or X m ,2 1 1 1 1
Y .  .G / H 1 , dim D G s 1. In this case there exists a deri¨ ation D g2 y1
 2..Der G R ad G which lea¨es the subalgebra D kx x q kx q G in-y1 y1 1 2 1 q
¨ariant.
X Y .  .Proof. Put G s H m . One sees from Lemma 4.2 that D x x2 1 2
 X . X X X.  X. X X.annihilates T G l G rT G s [ T G rT G . Since the eigen-2. l ll)1
 .   X . X X.Xvalues of D x x on G are nonzero, it follows Hom T G rT G ,1 2 y1 G l l0
. w X  .x X  .  X .G s 0 for any l ) 1. Note that G , T G ; G l T G s T G . Thusy1 0
X  .  X.G annihilates T G rT G , hence also the cokernel C of the canonical0
 X. X X.  . X .  .Xmapping T G rT G ª T G rT G . It follows Hom C, G s 0,l l l l G y10
  . X . .Xwhence Hom T G rT G , G s 0 for l ) 1. By Proposition 3.6,G l l y10
 .D G s 0 for l ) 2.yl
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Suppose l s 1. If p s 2 then T s 0. Otherwise T s G . If p ) 3 then1 1 1
G is irreducible and dim G s 4 ) dim G s 2. If p s 3 then G con-1 1 y1 1
tains the smallest nonzero submodule V of dimension 2. According to the
 .representation theory of G ( sl 2 , we have V ( G . The action of G0 y1 0
 Xin the factor module G rV is trivial. We conclude that Hom T rT ,1 G 1 10
.  .G s 0, hence D G s 0, unless p s 3, G s V. Suppose p s 3, Gy1 y2 1 1
Y .  2. 2..s V. Then either G s 0 and G s H 1 or G is spanned by D x x2 2 2 1 2
X  .  .and G s H 1 . In the latter case Der G s 0. Indeed, each D g2 y2
 .  .Der G is a G -module endomorphism because D G s 0. Hencey2 0 0
 .  .D G is an ideal of G of dimension at most 1. It follows D G s 0.2 0 2
w x  .Since G , G s G , we deduce D G s 0 as well, i.e., D s 0. Supposey1 2 1 1
Y .G s H 1 . Let D : G ª G be an endomorphism of degree y2 such that
its restriction G ª G is a G -module homomorphism. The assignment1 y1 0
w  . x w  .xu n ¨ ª D u , ¨ q u, D ¨ for u, ¨ g G defines a G -module hom-1 0
omorphism b : H2 G ª G . Since dimH2 G s 1, it follows b s 0.1 0 1
 .It is immediate now that D g Der G. Thus D G ( Der G (y2 y2
 .Hom G , G has dimension 1.G 1 y10
1 .Consider now H G , G . Since G annihilates the cohomology group,0 y1 0
 .it can be nonzero only if the eigenvalues of D x x on G , i.e., y1, 1,1 2 y1
and those on G , i.e., y2, 0, 2 are not all distinct. That happens only when0
p s 3 which we assume from now on. Furthermore, each cohomology class
 .  2..is represented by a cocycle sending D x x to zero, D x to a multiple1 2 1
 .  2..  .of D x , and D x to a multiple of D x . It is straightforward that2 2 1
1 .any such a mapping is indeed a cocycle. Hence dim H G , G s 2.0 y1
Ä  .Note that the component of degree y1 in G [ W m coincides with G2 y1
Äand is equal to its own centralizer in G. Using notations of Lemma 3.7, we
Ä1 1 Ä1 .  .get embeddings Der G ; Z ª Z G , G and D G ª H ªy1 0 y1 y1
1 Ä .  .H G , G . Define a mapping u : G ª Hom G, G by the rule0 y1 y1
u ­ D f s ­ 2 f ­ , ­ g G , D f g G, .  .  .  . . y1
 :and a skewsymmetric bilinear form on G by the rule ­ , ­ s 1. Ify1 1 2
X  . X X .  X:  .­ , ­ g G then ­ f ­ y ­ f ­ s ­ , ­ D f , and we havey1
2 2X X X X2­ q ­ f ­ q ­ y ­ f ­ y ­ f ­ .  .  .  .  .  .
2X X X X2s ­ f y ­­ f ­ q ­ f y ­­ f ­ .  .  .  .  . . .
X X Xs ­ y ­ , ­ f ­ y ­ f ­ .  .
X X :s ­ , ­ ­ y ­ , D f , .
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 X.  .  X .  X:  X.whence u ­ q ­ y u ­ y u ­ s ­ , ­ ad ­ y ­ . We have also
X X X X2 2u ­ ­ , D f s u ­ D ­ f s ­ ­ f ­ s ­ , ­ f ­ , .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
 .  .  .i.e., u ­ commutes with ad G . Note that u ­ sends D x x andy1 1 1 2
 2..  2..  .  2..  .D x to zero, D x to ­ . Similarly, u ­ sends D x and D x x2 1 1 2 1 1 2
 2..  .  .to zero, D x to ­ . Thus the restrictions of u ­ and u ­ to G are2 2 1 2 0
Ä1 Ä1 .  .cocycles. By Lemma 3.7, u ­ , u ­ g Z . We conclude H (1 2
1 Ä1 .  .H G , G . Furthermore, u ­ g Z for any ­ g G and u induces a0 y1 y1
Ä1semilinear isomorphism G ( H .y1
Ä1Suppose that D g Der G R ad G . Then D g Z and, subtracting ay1 y1
 .suitable inner derivation, we may assume D s u ­ for some ­ g G . Wey1
2 .  . 3 .  .deduce that ­ f ­ g G ; H m , hence ­ f s 0, whenever D f g G.2
Assuming m G m , we must have m s 1. If m ) 1 then necessarily1 2 2 1
­ s ­ . If m s 1 we may adjust generators x , x and assume so. It follows2 1 2
X .  .   p
m1y1 . 2..  p
m1y1 .X m ; G ; X m . Note that D sends D x x to x ­ s1 1 1 2 1 2
  p
m1.. X .D x . Since G is stable under D, either G s X m or G contains1 1
  p
m1..D x . It is immediate from the explicit formula for D that the1
 2..subalgebra D kx x q kx q G is stable under D. We also see that G1 2 1 q
 .  . Y .is stable under both u ­ and u ­ if and only if m s 1 and G s H 1 .1 2 2
Remark. If G is a graded Lie algebra of Cartan type related to an
st  . stn-tuple m, it can be proved that Der GrDer G ( D G where Der G is
the Lie algebra of standard derivations, by which we mean the normalizer
 .of G in the derivation algebra of O m . Consider the case p s 3, G sn
Y . st  .H 1 . Here Der G ( CH 1 and computation shows dim Der Grad G s2 2
7. Note that G is isomorphic to the classical Lie algebra of type A , which2
is a simple ideal of the classical Lie algebra of type G generated by2
``short'' roots. Comparing the dimensions, we see that Der G is classical of
type G .2
 .  X .In what follows we shall deal with two filtrations L and L ini ig Z j jg Z
a Lie algebra L. For every pair of subspaces M > N of L the factor MrN
 .carries two induced filtrations, whose terms are M l L q N rN andi
 X . XM l L q M rN, respectively. Denote by gr MrN and gr MrN thej i j
factors of these two filtrations in MrN. In particular, the second respec-
. tively the first filtration in L induces a filtration in gr L respectivelyi
X .gr L . There are canonical isomorphismsj
gr grX L ( L l LX r L l LX q L l LX ( grX gr L . . .  .i j i j iq1 j i jq1 j i
 .PROPOSITION 4.4 p s 3 . Let L s L > L > . . . be a standard filtra-y1 0
tion in a Lie algebra L. Suppose that the associated graded algebra G satisfies
X .  . X XX m ; G ; X m . Then L contains a subalgebra L , L > L > L , and1 1 0 0 0 1
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an LX -in¨ariant subspace LX > L such that the graded algebra GX associ-0 y1 0
ated with the corresponding standard filtration enjoys the following properties:
 . X X X X X1 G s 0, dim G s dim G s 1, dim G s dim G s 2,y3 y2 0 y1 1
 . X X2 G acts on G ¨ia scalar transformations,0 y1
 . X X X X X X3 the mappings G = G ª G and G = G ª G inducedy1 y1 y2 y1 1 0
by the multiplication in GX are nondegenerate pairings.
 .  .  2..Proof. Put U [ D kx , U [ N U s D kx x q kx , and Uy1 1 0 G y1 1 2 1 i0
 3. 2. 2..[ G for i ) 0. Since G ; D kx q kx x q kx x , we see that U [i 1 1 1 2 1 2
[U is a homogeneous subalgebra of G. Let p : L ª G denote thei i i i
X y1 . Xcanonical projections. Put L [ p U for i s y1, 0. Then L [i i i y2
w X X x X w X x XL , L q L > L , L q L s L since G is G -irreducible.y1 y1 y1 0 y1 y1 y1 0
Hence dim GX s dim G rU s 1. Next, dim GX s dim U qy2 y1 y1 y1 y1
w X x. w x w X xdim G rU s 2. Since p L , L s U , G ; U , we have L , L0 0 0 y1 1 y1 1 0 y1 1
; LX , i.e., L ; LX .0 1 1
We can derive some information about L from consideration Spencer
 .homology groups. Since dim G s 2 and G ( sl G , a special case ofy1 0 y1
0 2, y1 .. 10  .Proposition 2.7 with B s k yields H G , H G s 0. Next, H G0
Ä Ä( G rG where G is the first Cartan prolongation of the pair G , G .1 1 1 y1 0
Ä 1 10w x   ..Since G annihilates G rG and G , G s G , we get H G , H G0 1 1 0 0 0 0
 .  .s 0. Let P be the subspace given by Theorem 2.1 1 and Q [ N P .L0X X X  . X XPut M [ P l L q L . Since L s Q q L l L s Q l L q Ly1 0 0 1 0 0 1
and P l LX is stable under Q l LX , we gety1 0
w X x w X X x w X X x w X xL , M ; Q l L , P l L q L , L q L , L ; M .0 0 y1 0 0 1 y1
Note that M l L s LX and M q L s LX . Now GX [ LX rLX (0 0 0 y1 y1 y1 0
grX M [ grX L is a sum of two one-dimensional GX -submodules. Fur-y1 y1 0 0
thermore, grX M s MrLX s gr M ( U and grX L s L rLX (y1 0 y1 y1 y1 0 0 0
G rU . We may regard these as modules over the algebra U ( LX rL .0 0 0 0 1
 .Since D x x acts as minus identity transformation in both the modules1 2
 2.. Xand D x annihilates them, U ( G rU . Thus the image of G in1 y1 0 0 0
 X . X Xgl G consists of scalar transformations. Since G is a faithful G -mod-y1 y1 0
ule, dim GX s 1.0
X y1  2...It follows from the above considerations that L s p k D x . Since1 0 1
w x X w X X xL , L ; L ; L , we have gr L , gr L s 0. On the other hand, the0 1 1 1 y1 0 1 1
w 2.x w X X xequality x , x x s x x shows that G , gr L / 0. Hence the annihi-1 1 2 1 2 y1 1 1
lator of grX L with respect to the pairing GX = GX ª GX coincides with1 1 y1 1 0
X w 2. 2.x w X X xgr L . As x , x s yx x , we have gr L , gr L / 0, however.y1 0 2 1 1 2 y1 0 1 0
Hence the pairing has zero left kernel. It has also zero right kernel
according to the definition of standard filtrations. Thus it is nondegenerate
and dim GX s 2.1
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 . Y .LEMMA 4.5 p s 3 . The graded Lie algebra H 1 has no nontri¨ ial2
filtered deformations.
Y .Proof. Let L be a filtered deformation of H 1 . As we have noted in2
 .the proof of Proposition 4.4, Theorem 2.1 1 applies to L. Let P be the
 .subspace of L afforded by this theorem and Q [ N P . Since Q q L sL 10
 .L and Q l L s L s 0, we have Q ( G ( sl 2 . The Q-module P has0 1 2 0
two composition factors L ( G and PrL ( G , both of which are1 1 1 y1
two-dimensional. If e, h, f is a standard basis for Q, then y1, 1 are the
2 2 wonly eigenvalues of h on P. Hence e and f annihilate P. By 7,
xTheorem 1 P is completely reducible. Let V ; P be a Q-submodule
complementary to L . The multiplication in L gives rise to Q-module1
homomorphisms H2 V ª L and V m L ª L. Since L contains no one-di-1
w xmensional Q-submodules, we conclude V, V s 0. On the other hand,
2 . 2V m L ( V m V ( S V [ H V is a sum of a three-dimensional and a1
w xone-dimensional irreducible Q-modules. It follows V, L ; Q. Thus the1
decomposition V [ Q [ L is a gradation of L compatible with its filtra-1
tion, i.e., L is a trivial deformation.
 . X X XPROPOSITION 4.6 p s 3 . Let L s L > L > L > . . . be a stan-y2 y1 0
dard separating filtration in a Lie algebra L. Suppose that the associated
X  .  .graded algebra G satisfies conditions 1 ] 3 of Proposition 4.4. If L ; L is0
a subspace such that LX > L > LX and dim L rLX s 1 then L is ay1 0 0 0 0 0
subalgebra and the graded algebra G associated with the standard filtration
X .  .determined by the pair L, L satisfies X m ; G ; X m for some m .0 1 1 1
X X  .Denote by h the normalizer of L in the uni¨ ersal p-en¨elope P L . If0
w X x  .h , L ; L then there exists a hamiltonian form v on W m and an0 0 2
 . y1  . .embedding of Lie algebras t : L ª H m, v such that L s t H m, v2 0 2 0
 . Y .  .and t L > H m, v , where m s m , 1 . There exists at least one subalge-2 1
bra L satisfying the abo¨e properties. Thus L is hamiltonian.0
Proof. Since grX L is GX -invariant, L is LX -invariant. Since in addi-y1 0 0 0 0
X w x w X xtion dim L rL s 1, we have L , L s L , L ; L .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 X . X .Put g s gr gr L ( gr gr L . The multiplication in L induces bilin-i r i r r i
ear mappings g = g ª g . In particular, grX G s g [i r js iqj, rqs y1 y1, y2
g is a graded module over a graded Lie algebra grX G s g [ gy1, y1 0 0, y1 00
[ g . As it follows from the faithfulness of G on G , the component01 0 y1
g acts faithfully on grX G and g s 0 for all r ) 1. Note that g01 y1 0 r y1, y2
( LX rLX , g ( LX rL , and g ( L rLX are one-dimensional.y2 y1 y1, y1 y1 0 0, y1 0 0
In particular, dim G s 2. The properties of GX ensure that the mappingsy1
g = g ª g , and g = g ª g are nonzero, and0, y1 y1, y1 y1, y2 01 y1, y2 y1, y1
that g contains an element which acts as y1 on g and as 1 on00 y1, y1
g . In particular, g ( GX is one-dimensional. Thus grXG acts faith-y1,y2 00 0 0
X X  X . w xfully on gr G , and in fact gr G ( sl gr G . It follows G s G , G ,y1 0 y1 0 0 0
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 . Xwhence G ( sl G . Since dim G s dim G ) 5, we get G / 0. Then G0 y1 1
Y .  .is hamiltonian, H m ; G ; H m . Choose a subspace M ; L such that2 2
LX > M > LX , dim MrLX s 1, M / L . As we have proved, M is ay1 0 0 0
subalgebra of codimension 2 in L. Then gr M is a homogeneous subalge-
bra of codimension 2 in G. Since M l L s LX , the component gr M (0 0 y1
MrLX is one-dimensional. Adjusting coordinates, we may assume gr M0 y1
 .  .  2..s D kx . Then gr M ; N gr M s D kx x q kx , and gr M ;1 0 G y1 1 2 1 10
 2. 2. 3.. w xD kx x q kx x q kx because gr M, gr M ; gr M. We must have1 2 1 2 1 y1 1 0
 . Xgr M s G , in particular m s 1. Then G ; X m . Note also that gr L1 1 2 1 0 0
 2..s gr M s D kx x q kx .0 1 2 1
The remaining part of Proposition 4.6 follows from Lemma 4.5 when
Y . Y . XG s H 1 . We therefore assume G / H 1 . Denote by ¨ the height2 2
X X .function on L associated with L . We claim that ¨ D F 1 for all0
X X .D g L and ¨ D F m for all D g L. Suppose first D g L . Since they1 1 0
 . w 3 X xalgebra G ( sl 2 has only inner derivation, D y D , L ; L for a0 0 1
X X w 3 X X x Xsuitable D g L . As L ; L ; L . we get D y D , L ; L , whence0 1 0 0 0 0
X . X¨ D F 1. This inequality holds actually for all D g L since we cany1
always choose a subalgebra L containg D. Let now D g L be arbitrary.0
 . p
m1   . .We consider the elements u g P L such that u ' D mod P L .m y11m1p . w xIf D is the image of D in G , then ad D s 0. Hence u, L ;y1 i
L m1 for all i and any such a u. We choose u with the property thatiyp q1
w xthe number t such that u, L ; L for all i is the maximal possible. Ini iqt
particular, t ) ypm1. The inner derivation ad u induces a derivation
 .D : G ª G of degree t. By Proposition 4.3, D G s 0 for l - y1. Hence,l
were t - y1, we could increase t by altering u. Thus, the maximality of t
w x w xyields t G y1. If t G 0 then u, L ; L and u, L ; L . Suppose t s0 0 1 1
 . Xy1. According to Proposition 4.3 2 , we may assume that gr L q G is0 0 q
stable under D, subtracting from u a suitable element of L . This meansy1
w X x w x X Xu, L ; L and u, L ; L q L s L . Thus, in each case, ad u induces0 0 1 0 1 0
a mapping LX rL ª L rLX which is clearly a 1-cocycle. Now LX rL (0 1 0 0 0 1
gr LX is a two-dimensional subalgebra of G and L rLX ( G rgr LX .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . 1 X X .Since all eigenvalues of D x x in G are distinct, H gr L , G rgr L1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
vanishes. Thus, subtracting from u a suitable element of L , we achieve0
w X x X X X .u, L ; L , i.e., u g h . Then ¨ D F m according to the definition of0 0 1
¨ X.
w X x X  .Suppose that h , L ; L , i.e., h ; N L . It is immediate that0 0 P L. 0
 . X .¨ D F ¨ D , where ¨ is the height function on L associated with L . We0
 . X  . Xsee that ¨ D F m for D g L R L and ¨ D F 1 for D g L R L ,1 y1 y1 0
 .  .i.e., m L, L F m. The opposite inequality is always true, thus m L, L0 0
s m. Theorem 3.4 shows that L is hamiltonian.
 . XThe multiplication in P L induces an L -invariant bilinear mapping0
hXrLX = GX ª GX . Since LX acts trivially in hXrLX , it corresponds to a0 y1 y2 0 0
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X X  X X . w X X xXmapping h rL ª Hom G , G s 0. In other words, h , L ;0 G y1 y2 y10
LX . Hence GX is an hX-module. Denote by rX the representation of hXy1 y1
X w X X x X X w X X . X X.xin G . As h , h ; h l L s L , the commutant r h , r h containsy1 0
X X.only scalar transformations. Thus r h is nilpotent. Since irreducible
representations of a nilpotent Lie algebra have dimension a power of
characteristic, rX is reducible. There exists a one-dimensional hX-invariant
subspace of GX , and we always can find an hX-invariant L .y1 0
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Under hypotheses of the theorem G is hamilto-
Y .  .  .nian, H m ; G ; H m where m s m , m . If G does not occur as an2 2 1 2
 .exceptional case in Proposition 4.3 then D G s 0. By Theorem 3.5,
 .  .m L, L s m G, G q G s m. Then L is a filtered hamiltonian alge-0 0 q
Y .bra by Theorem 3.4. Suppose p s 3, m s 1. If G s H 1 we apply2 2
 .Lemma 4.5. Suppose 2 of Proposition 4.3 holds. Applying Propositions
4.4 and 4.6, we deduce that L is isomorphic to a hamiltonian Lie algebra
Ä Y Ä .L as an abstract algebra. Suppose G s H m , m / 1. Then dim L s2
dim L s dim G s 3m y 2 where m s m q m . Examining dimensions of1 2
Ä Y .hamiltonian algebras, we get v s dx n dx and L s H m . As is shown1 2 2
w x  .in 18, II, Sect. 7 we return to this question at the end of present paper ,
Y .all subalgebras of codimension 2 in H m are conjugate to each other.2
ÄThus, composing an isomorphism t : L ª L with a suitable automorphismÄ
Ä Ä .of L, we may assume that t satisfies t L s L . Then t is an isomor-0 0
phism of filtered algebras.
5. TORAL RANK OF A FILTERED LIE ALGEBRA
 .For a restricted Lie algebra L denote by MT L the maximum of
dimensions of tori contained in L. If L is an arbitrary Lie algebra then its
 .  X . Xtoral rank TR L is MT Der L where Der L is the restricted subalgebra
of the derivation algebra Der L generated by ad L. This definition agrees
w xwith the one given by H. Strade 22, 23 . A filtered restricted Lie algebra is
 .by definition a restricted Lie algebra L endowed with a filtration Li ig Z
such that u p g L for every i g Z and u g L . The graded algebrapi i
associated with a filtered restricted Lie algebra carries the induced p-
w xstructure 26, Theorem 3.1 .
THEOREM 5.1. Let L be a filtered Lie algebra and G its associated graded
 .  .algebra. Then TR L G TR G .
Proof. Consider the filtration of Der L defined by the rule Der L [i
 <  . 4D g Der L D L ; L for all j , i g Z. Endowed with this filtration,j iqj
Der L is a filtered restricted Lie algebra. There is a natural injective
homomorphism of graded restricted Lie algebras n : gr Der L ª Der G. If
rp . .ru g G and u g L is a representative of u then n ad u q Der Li i p iq1
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r X X Xp .  .  .s ad u . It follows that n gr Der L > Der G. Hence MT gr Der L G
 X .  .MT Der G s TR G . The proposition below gives also the inequality
 .  X .  X .TR L s MT Der L G MT gr Der L .
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let L be a filtered restricted Lie algebra and G its
 .  .associated graded algebra. Then MT L G MT G .
The main idea of the proof is that MT behaves like a semicontinuous
function, when applied to restricted Lie algebras in a parametric family. To
realize this idea we need to introduce certain characteristic polynomials.
Suppose that K is a commutative associative unital k-algebra and L a
restricted Lie K-algebra which is free of finite rank as a K-module. By the
Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt theorem the restricted universal enveloping alge-Â
 .bra u L is also free of finite rank over K. Let r denote the left regular
 .representation of L in u L . For each u g L there is a well-defined
 .characteristic polynomial of r u ,
pn
i w xx u; t [ det t ? Id y r u s f u t g K t , .  .  . . L i
is0
where t is an indeterminate, n s rk L . Obviously, the f 's are homoge-K i
neous polynomial functions on L . If K ª K X is a homomorphism of
 X . X  .algebras then u K m L ( K m u L and the left regular representa-K K
X  X .tion of K m L in u K m L is the extension of r. It follows that theK K
coefficient functions of x X are extensions of the functions f .K m L iK
LEMMA 5.3. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra o¨er k. Then x is aL
 .p-polynomial, i.e., f s 0 unless i is a power of p. Furthermore, MT Li
equals the largest number r such that f ny r / 0 where n s dim L.p
Proof. Let u g L, and let M be the restricted subalgebra of L gener-
 .  . nymated by u. If m s dim M then u L is a free u M -module of rank p .
 .  . p ny m p jIt follows x u; t s x u; t . The elements u , 0 F j - m, form aL M
basis for M and m a u p
j s 0 for some a g k, a s 1. Computing in thejs0 j j m
i m  .  . m p jbasis u , 0 F i - p , of u M , we get at once x u; t s  a t .M js0 j
 . nymqj  .Hence, f u is a power of a if i s p , 0 F j F m, and f u s 0i j i
otherwise. This proves the first assertion.
Suppose that T ; L is a torus. Then T is generated as a restricted Lie
algebra by a single element u g T. In the notations of the preceding
paragraph we have M s T. Furthermore, a / 0 since u is semisimple.0
 . nymHence f u / 0 for i s p . It follows dim T s m F r.i
 . ny rConversely, choose u g L such that f u / 0 for i s p . Then m G ri
 . ny rand a / 0. Moreover, a s 0 for j - m y r since f u s 0 for i - p .my r j i
It follows that u p
my r
is semisimple and the torus T generated by this
element has u p
j
, m y r F j - m, as its basis. Thus dim T s r.
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 .Remark. The characterization of MT L in terms of p-polynomials is
w xdue to A. Premet 14, Theorem 2 . However, the paper of Premet deals
mainly with minimal p-polynomials while it is necessary for our purposes
to work with characteristic ones.
A continuous family of restricted Lie algebras parametrized by an affine
algebraic variety X is, by definition, a restricted Lie algebra L over the
w x algebra k X of regular functions on X such that L is free more
. w xgenerally, projective of finite rank over k X . The individual member of
the family corresponding to a point x g X is the restricted Lie algebra
w xLrm L where m is the maximal ideal of k X consisting of all functionsx x
vanishing at x. Let L, G be two restricted Lie algebras. We call G a
contraction of L if there exists a continuous family L of restricted Lie
algebras parametrized by an irreducible affine algebraic variety X such
that Lrm L ( L for all x in a nonempty open subset of X andx
Lrm L ( G for at least one point y g X, all isomorphisms being under-y
stood as isomorphisms of restricted Lie algebras.
 .  .PROPOSITION 5.4. If G is a contraction of L then MT G F MT L .
Proof. Let X, L be those defining the given contraction. Consider the
i w xcharacteristic polynomial x s  f t . For each x g X let a : k X ª kL i i x
denote the homomorphism with kernel m and p : L ª Lrm L thex x x
canonical projection. According to the functoriality of characteristic poly-
  . .   .. inomials we have x p u ; t s  a f u t for all u g L . NowL r m L x i x ix
Lemma 5.3 yields
< < ny rx g X MT Lrm L G r s x g X f L o m for some i F p , 4  4 .  .x i x
where n s rk L . It follows that this is an open subset of X for any r.kw X x
 .Take r s MT G . Then the subset is nonempty, hence it contains a point x
 .such that Lrm L ( L. It follows MT L G r.x
LEMMA 5.5. Let L be a filtered restricted Lie algebra, G s gr L. Suppose
that the filtration in L is exhausti¨ e and separating. Then there exists a
w xrestricted Lie algebra L o¨er the polynomial algebra k t such that L is free
w xof finite rank o¨er k t and there are isomorphisms of restricted Lie algebras
 .Lrt L ( G and Lr t y l L ( L for e¨ery nonzero l g k.
Proof. For each i choose a subspace V ; L complementary to L .i i iq1
w y1 x w y1 xConsider the restricted Lie algebra L t, t [ k t, t m L over the ring
w y1 xof Laurent polynomials k t, t obtained from L by extension of scalars.
w y1 x w y1 xIdentify L with a k-subalgebra of L t, t . Define an invertible k t, t -
w y1 x  . ilinear transformation u of L t, t by the rule u u s t u for u g V .i
w y1 x w y1 xThen u is an isomorphism of L t, t onto a new restricted Lie k t, t -
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w y1 x w y1 xalgebra L t, t having the same underlying k t, t -module, a newu
w x w y1 y1 xmultiplication u, ¨ [ u u u, u ¨ , and a new pth power mappingu
w p xu  y1 . p. w y1 xu [ u u u , u, ¨ g L t, t . If u g V , ¨ g V theni j
w x w p xu w xu , ¨ ' m u , ¨ , u ' d u mod tk t L , .  .  .u
 . w x  .where m u, ¨ is the component of u, ¨ lying in V and d u is theiq j
p w x w p xucomponent of u lying in V . In particular, u, ¨ and u belong top i u
w x w x w xk t L. In other words, L [ k t L is a restricted k t -subalgebra of
w y1 xL t, t . It is immediate from the congruence relations above thatu
w xLrt L ( G. If 0 / l g k then the homomorphism k t ª k sending t to l
w y1 xextends to a homomorphism k t, t ª k. It follows
w y1 x w y1 xLr t y l L ( L t , t r t y l L t , t .  .u u
w y1 x w y1 x( L t , t r t y l L t , t ( L. .
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Since L [ jL rl L has the same associ-i i
 .  .ated graded algebra as L and MT L G MT L , we may assume without
loss of generality that the filtration of L is exhaustive and separating.
Then Lemma 5.5. shows that G is a contraction of L, and Proposition 5.4
applies.
6. DETERMINATION OF TORAL RANK ONE ALGEBRAS
LEMMA 6.1. Let L be a Lie algebra, T ; Der L a one-dimensional torus,
H [ LT ; L the subalgebra of elements annihilated by T , and M ; L a
maximal T-in¨ariant subalgebra containing H. If p s 2 then LrM is an
irreducible H-module. If p s 3 then LrM is either an irreducible H-module or
a sum of two T-in¨ariant irreducible H-modules which correspond to two
opposite weights with respect to T.
Proof. If p s 2 then we have weight space decompositions L s H [ La
and M s H [ M with respect to T. Since M is a maximal T-invarianta
subalgebra, M is a maximal H-submodule of L . Hence LrM ( L rMa a a a
is H-irreducible.
If p s 3 then L s L [ H [ L and M s M [ H [ M . Supposeya a ya a
that M / L . Let N ; L be a maximal H-submodule containing M .a a a a a
w x w x w xPut N [ M q N , N . Then N , N ; M , M qya ya a a ya ya ya ya
w w xx w xL , N , N ; M q H, N ; N . Hence N [ N [ H [ N is aya a a a a a ya a
proper T-invariant subalgebra of L containing M. It follows M s N, i.e.,
M is a maximal H-submodule of L .a a
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By symmetry M s L or M is a maximal H-submodule of L .ya ya ya ya
We see that LrM ( L rM [ L rM is a sum of at most two irre-ya ya a a
ducible H-modules.
 .Suppose that L is a standard filtration in a Lie algebra L and Li ig Z 0
contains a Cartan subalgebra H of L. Since the subspaces of filtration are
H-invariant, H operates in the homogeneous components G [ L rLi i iq1
of the associated graded algebra G [ gr L. We have weight space decom-
positions G s [ G with respect to H, where a runs through the seti i, aa
of roots. If L is the root space of L corresponding to a root b , thenb
G ( L l L rL l L . Note that gr L s [ G . If G is an irre-i, b i b iq1 b b i, b y1i
ducible H-submodule then G s G for a certain root ya . Accord-y1 y1, ya
 .  .ing to g1 and g2 , G is a quotient of G m G for i - y1, while Gi iq1 y1 i
 .is a submodule of Hom G , G for i ) y1. Proceeding by induction,y1 iy1
we conclude G s G for all i. In particular, G is a factor algebra of Hi i, ia 0
in this case. To avoid confusion we shall denote the zero root with respect
to H as 0.
LEMMA 6.2. If a Lie algebra L contains a nilpotent maximal subalgebra H
w xthen L, L / L.
 .Proof. If the normalizer N H is distinct from H, then there exists aL
subalgebra of L containing H as an ideal of codimension 1. By the
w xmaximality of H this subalgebra coincides with L. It follows L, L ; H.
We thus may assume that H is selfnormalizing in L, i.e., a Cartan
subalgebra.
Suppose that ya is a nonzero root with respect to H and V ; L anya
irreducible H-module. Consider the graded algebra G associated with the
standard filtration of L determined by L [ H and L [ V q H. Here0 y1
G ( V is an irreducible H-module with eigenvalue function ya . Hencey1
G s G for all i. It follows gr L s [ G for each root b. Ini i, ia b iiasb
particular, [ G s gr H s [ G . We deduce G s 0 and Gi i yp 1iG 0 i' 0mod p.
s 0, whence G s 0 whenever i F yp or i G 1. Since L is a maximali 0
subalgebra, the filtration of L is exhaustive. If b is a nonzero root then
L l L s 0, whence the filtration induced on L is separating. It followsb 0 b
then that b s ia for some i, 1 y p F i - 0, and gr L s G , i.e., L ( G .b i b i
 .In particular, L ( G is H-irreducible. In view of g2 , L sya y1 ia
w xL , L for all 1 y p F i F y2. By induction on i we getya  iq1.a
w x w xL , L ; L , L for all 1 y p F i F y2. As the root ya in theia yia a ya
preceding discussion was an arbitrary one, L is H-irreducible for everyb
nonzero root b.
w x w x w xSuppose L, L s L. Then H s H, H q L , L . Since H is nilpo-a ya
w xtent, it is generated by any subspace complementary to H, H . As
w x w xL , L is an ideal of H, it follows H s L , L . In particulara ya a ya
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L / 0, i.e., a is a root. Then L is H-irreducible. By Lemma 1.6,a a
w xdim Hr H, H s 1, whence dim H s 1. The irreducibility of root spaces
yields dim L s 1. Hence H q L is a solvable subalgebra. Then L musta a
coincide with it, and so be solvable, a contradiction.
THEOREM 6.3. Let L be a simple Lie algebra containing a Cartan subalge-
bra H of toral rank 1 in L. Let L be a maximal subalgebra of L containing H0
and G the representation of L in LrL . If p s 3 then one of the following0 0
two possibilities holds:
 .  .1 dim LrL s 1, L ( W m for some m;0 1
 .  .  . Y .2 dim LrL s 2, G L s sl LrL , L ( H m, v for some m.0 0 0 2
If p s 2 then one of the following three possibilities holds:
 . X . w  .  .x3 dim LrL s 1, L ( K m [ W m , W m for some m ) 1;0 1 1 1
 .  .  . Y .4 dim LrL s 2, G L s sl LrL , L ( H m, v for some m;0 0 0 2
 .5 dim LrL s 4. In this case the graded algebra G associated with0
the standard filtration of L determined by L and L [ L is semisimple and0 y1
 . X .contains a single minimal ideal B m S where B s O 2 , S s K m , m ) 1,1 1
 . Y .  .or B s O 1 , S s H m , m , m ) 1. Furthermore, p G s k­ where1 2 1 2
p : G ª Der B is the canonical homomorphism and ­ is the special deri¨ a-
tion of B sending x  r . to x  ry1., r ) 0.
 . Y .Remark. If p s 2 and m s m , 1 then H m, v is not necessarily1 2
simple.
Proof. Choose an L -submodule L > L such that L rL is an0 y1 0 y1 0
irreducible L -module and consider the corresponding standard filtration.0
 .  . TThe associated graded algebra G satisfies g1 ] g3 . Note that H s L
where T is the maximal torus of the restricted subalgebra of Der L
generated by ad H. The root spaces relative to H coincide with theL
weight spaces relative to T. By the definition of toral rank, dim T s 1.
Hence Lemma 6.1 applies. We have three possibilities:
 .A LrL is H-irreducible;0
 .B p s 3, LrL is a direct sum of two irreducible H-modules,0
LrL is L -reducible;0 0
 .C p s 3, LrL is a direct sum of two irreducible H-modules,0
LrL is L -irreducible.0 0
 .  .  .Consider first cases A and B . In case A , G s 0 and G is any2 y1
 .irreducible H-module. In case B , L / L. Then G must be isomor-y1 y1
phic to one of the two summands in the decomposition of LrL and G0 y2
to the other. Both G and G are H-irreducible, G s 0. By they1 y2 y3
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remarks preceding Lemma 6.2, G is a homomorphic image of H, hence0
nilpotent, in both cases. Were G s 0, then L ( G would be nilpotent,1 0 0
which contradicts Lemma 6.2. Hence G / 0. We claim that G satisfies1
 .  .g4 as well. Consider C G l G . It is a homogeneous G -submodule.G q y 0
 .If it is nonzero it must contain G , or in case B , G . However,y1 y2
w x  .  .  .G , G / 0 according to g1 , g2 . In case B , G is a faithfuly1 1 y2
w w xx w xG -module, whence G , G , G / 0. It follows G , G / 0 as well.0 y2 y1 1 y2 1
 .  .Thus C G l G is zero. Now Theorem 1.2 applies, A G s B m S. ByG q y
Lemma 1.5, S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. In particular S,
 .hence also G, has depth 1, i.e., case B is impossible.
Suppose first B s k. Then G s S . If dim G s 1 then eithery1 y1 y1
 . X .G ( W m or p s 2, G ( K m . These algebras have no nontrivial1 1
w xfiltered deformations 4; 13, Corollary 3.3 . As L is simple, we conclude
 . X .L ( W m for p s 3, or L ( K m , m ) 1, for p s 2. Otherwise p s 2,1 1
 .  .dim G s 2, S ( sl G ; G . Since G is nilpotent, G ( sl G . Byy1 0 y1 0 0 0 y1
Theorem 4.1, L is hamiltonian.
Suppose now B / k. We may view B as a G -invariant G -simple0 0
commutative subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra End G . Regardedy1
as a B-module, G is free of rank equal to dim S , i.e., 1 or 2. Byy1 y1
Lemma 2.5, G acts nilpotently on B. Let r be the representation of G0 0
Y y1 . Xin G . Then G / G [ r End G . Since G is nilpotent, G [y1 0 0 B y1 0 0
w x Y   . .G , G q G / G as well. Note that r A G ; End G . Hence0 0 0 0 0 B y1
w x  . XG , G s A G ; G . A nilpotent algebra G has nonzero center.y1 1 0 0 0
w xHence Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 apply. If p s 3 it follows gr L, L ;0
X w x w xG . However, L, L s L, and so gr L, L s G , a contradiction. If0 0 0
0 2, y1 .. 1 1. w xp s 2, we get H G , H G s 0, H G , K s 0, and gr L, L ;0 0 0 0
GX . By Lemma 2.2, dim G rGX s 1 and there exists a nondegenerate0 0 0
skewsymmetric bilinear form on G . Since G rGY is nilpotent and hasy1 0 0
dimension 1 modulo its commutant, dim G rGY s 1 as well, i.e., GX s GY .0 0 0 0
< XLet p : G ª Der B be the canonical homomorphism. As ker p s G ,G 00
 .  .  .we have dim p G s 1. By Lemma 2.4, B ( O m and p G s k­ .0 1 0
Since components G , i / 0, annihilate B see remarks following thei
.  .  .statement of Theorem 2.2 , p G s p G s k­ . Apply now Proposition0
 . 20 . 20 X. 2 w x X2.6 2 . If Z G s Z G then K s 0, whence gr L, L ; G by The-0 0
orem 2.1, a contradiction. We conclude that either dim S s 1, m F 2, ory1
dim S s 2, m s 1. Under assumptions dim S s 1, m s 1 we havey1 y1
dim G s 2, dim G s 3. The existence of a nondegenerate bilinear formy1 0
 .on G ensures G ( sl G . Hence G is hamiltonian.y1 0 y1
 .We now turn to case C . Here G s 0. There are weight spacey2
decompositions G s G [ G and G s G [ G [ G .y1 y1, ya y1, a 0 0, ya 0, 0 0, a
Here G is a homomorphic image of H, hence a toral rank one Cartan0, 0
w xsubalgebra of G . Put J s J [ J [ J [ G [ G , G [0 ya 0 a 0, ya 0, ya 0, a
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G . Then J / 0 since otherwise G s G wouldn't act irreducibly on0, a 0 0, 0
G . Components G act nilpotently on G . Suppose that I is any1 0, " a y1
ideal of G . If I [ I l G acts nilpotently on G , then so does the0 0 0, 0 y1
whole I by Engel's theorem. Since G acts faithfully in G , it will follow0 y1
 . w xI s 0. Thus a I / 0 provided I / 0. In this case G s I , G ;0 0, " a 0 0, " a
w x w xI, J , whence J ; I, J ; I. Thus J is the smallest nonzero ideal of G .0
w xThe preceding inclusion with I s J shows also that J s J, J .
w x w xSince G , G s 0, it follows that G , G annihilates G .0, a y1, ya 0, a 0, a y1
w xThe faithfulness of G on G yields G , G s 0. We have similarly0 y1 0, a 0, a
w xG , G s 0. Thus we may view G as a Z-graded algebra. Any0, ya 0, ya 0
proper G -submodule V ; G generates an ideal of G properly0, 0 0, a 0
contained in J. It follows V s 0, i.e., G is G -irreducible. Similarly, so0, a 0, 0
 .  .is G . Hence G satisfies g1 ] g4 . By Theorem 1.2, J s B m S where0, ya 0
B is the centroid of J and S a simple homogeneous subalgebra. In view of
Lemma 1.5, S satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 We conclude
 .  .S ( W m . As only components of degree y1, 0, 1 are present, S ( W 11 1
 .( sl 2 .
There is an isomorphism of G -modules G ( J , both of them0, 0 y1, a a
being irreducible with eigenvalue function a . Using this isomorphism, we
define a B-module structure on G . Then G is free of rank 1 overy1, a y1, a
B and the multiplication mapping J = G ª G is B-bilinear.0 y1, a y1, a
Similarly, there is a B-module structure on G such that G isy1, ya y1, ya
free of rank 1 over B and the multiplication mapping J = G ª0 y1, ya
w w xxG is B-bilinear. For x g J , y g J , z g G we have x, y, zy1, ya ya a y1, a
ww x x  .s x, y , z . Let e g S be the element such that a e s 1. If f g B0 0 0
w x w x w xthen Jacobi identity applied to fe , y, z gives f y, z s y fy, z y y, fz .0
Applying now ad x, we get
w x w x w x w x w xx , f y , z s y x , fy , z y x , y , fz s f x , y , z s f x , y , z .
w x w x w x w xThus x, ft s f x, t for all t g G , G . Note that G , G is a0, a y1, a 0, a y1, a
nonzero G -submodule of G , hence it is the whole of G . We0, 0 y1, ya y1, ya
 .deduce that r J ; End G where r is the representation of G onya B y1 0
 .  . w xG . Similarly r J ; End G . Thus r J ; End G . Since J, J s J,y1 a B y1 B y1
 .  .  .we have r J ; sl G . Both J and sl G are free of rank 3 over BB y1 B y1
 .note that rk G s 2 , hence they have equal dimensions. It followsB y1
 .  .  . y1 .r J s sl G . Next, End G s B [ sl G . Since r B is anB y1 B y1 B y1
ideal of G having zero intersection with J, it is zero. Thus J s0
y1 . X w xr End G . Put G [ J q G , G .B y1 0 0 0
Let p : G ª Der B be the canonical homomorphism. Then J s ker p .0
Since B is isomorphic to a subalgebra of End G , the action of G ony1, a 0, 0
B is nilpotent by Lemma 2.5. Hence so is the action of G s G q J as0 0, 0
 . 0 2, y1 ..well. We may apply now Propositions 2.6 1 , 2.7. Thus H G , H G0
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10  . 10  . 10 . 10 X.s 0 and Z G s Z G [ J , hence also Z G s Z G where wey1
put GX [ G [ GX . Since the elements of G correspond to cobound-y1 0 1
10 . w x Xaries in Z G , it follows in particular G , G ; G . Now by Theoremy1 1 0
 . w x X X2.1 2 , gr L, L ; G . By Lemma 2.2, dim G rG F 1. Since G rJ (0 0 0 0 0 0
XG rJ is nilpotent, dim G rJ F 1 as well, i.e., G s J. By Proposition0, 0 0 0 0
 . 20  . 20  X .  . w x X2.6 2 , Z G s Z G , and by Theorem 2.1 3 , gr L, L ; G . Since0 0
w xL, L s L, we conclude G s J. This means that G is simple, G s S (0 0 0
 .sl 2 , and B s k. Furthermore, G is a two-dimensional irreducibley1
 .G -module. If G s 0 then L ( G ( sl 2 . Since the G -modules0 1 0 0 0
G , G correspond to different central characters, every extension of Gy1 0 y1
by G splits. Thus there exists an L -submodule V ; L such that L s V0 0
[ L . Now H2 V is a one-dimensional L -module, which does not occur in0 0
w xL. Hence V, V s 0. Then V is an ideal of L, a contradiction. Thus
G / 0. By Theorem 4.1, L is hamiltonian.1
Y .  .LEMMA 6.4. If p s 3 then H 1 ( psl 3 .2
 .Proof. If F is the classical root system of type A then G [ psl 3 has2
decomposition H [  L , where H is a one-dimensional Cartana g F a
subalgebra of G and L one-dimensional subspaces. Let a , a be a basisa 1 2
of F. Put G [ L q L , G [ L q H q L , G [ L qy1 ya ya ya 0 ya a 1 a2 1 2 1 1 2
L . Then G s G [ G [ G is a Z-gradation. Here dim G sa qa y1 0 1 y11 2
 . Y .dim G s 2, G ( sl G . Hence G ( H 1 .1 0 y1 2
THEOREM 6.5. Any simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 1 and
 .  .characteristic 3 is isomorphic to either sl 2 or psl 3 , hence is classical. Any
Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 1 and characteristic 2 is sol¨ able.
Proof. If L is a simple Lie algebra of absolute toral rank 1 then every
one of its Cartan subalgebras has toral rank 1 in L, so Theorem 6.3
w xapplies. Block and Wilson 3, 2.2.3 determined the absolute toral rank of
those Cartan type Lie algebras that contain a Cartan subalgebra of toral
 . X .rank 1. Note that the algebras W m , K m have toral rank 1 only when1 1
  . X .m s 1 in case p s 2 the algebras W m and K m have the same1 1
. Y .p-envelope . Only the graded algebra H 1 has toral rank 1 among the2
Y .  .  .algebras H m, v . Thus if p s 3, then either L ( W 1 ( sl 2 or L (2 1
Y .  .H 1 ( psl 3 .2
Let p s 2. If there exists a nonsolvable Lie algebra of absolute toral
rank 1, then there exists a simple Lie algebra L with this property.
Consider a standard filtration of L and the associated graded algebra G as
 .in the proof of Theorem 6.3. By Theorem 5.1, TR G F 1. Now G contains
X .a simple homogeneous subalgebra S isomorphic to either K m , m ) 1,1
Y .  .  .or H m , m , m ) 1. Then TR S ) 1. On the other hand, TR S F2 1 2
 .TR G , a contradiction.
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COROLLARY 6.6. E¨ery simple Lie algebra L of characteristic 2 and
absolute toral rank 2 contains a sol¨ able maximal subalgebra L such that0
LrL is an irreducible L -module.0 0
Proof. Consider root space decomposition of L with respect to a
two-dimensional torus T in a p-envelope of L. If a is a nonzero root with
 .  .respect to T , then toral rank one section L a [ C T q L has toralL a
w xrank F 1 22, Theorem 2.6 . By Theorem 6.5 it is solvable. Note that
 .  .   . 4L a s C T where T [ t g T N a t s 0 is a one-dimensionalL a a
 .subtorus of T. Let L be a maximal subalgebra of L containing L a and0
G the graded algebra associated with the standard filtration of L deter-
 .mined by L , L. By Lemma 6.1, G [ LrL is an irreducible L a -mod-0 y1 0
ule. The representation of T in G has a unique nonzero weight. Sincea y1
G ; End G , it follows that T annihilates G , i.e., G is a homomor-0 y1 a 0 0
 .phic image of L a , hence solvable. Since L is nilpotent, L is solvable as1 0
well.
EXAMPLE. Let p s 2. We shall construct an infinite family of simple
 .Lie algebras satisfying 5 of Theorem 6.3. First we shall describe a certain
 .infinite dimensional Lie algebra. Put G s k­ q O 2, ` ­ . This is a1 2 2
 .subalgebra of the infinite dimensional Lie algebra W 2, ` . Consider the2
 .  .gradation of G induced by the type 0, 1 gradation of W 2, ` . Recall that2
the latter is determined by the assignments deg x s 0, deg x s 1. Iden-1 2
 .  . 2. 3.tify O 2 with the subalgebra of O 2, ` spanned by 1, x , x , x . Then1 2 1 1 1
 .the lowest homogeneous components of G are G s O 2 ­ and G sy1 1 2 0
 .k­ q O 2 x ­ . Note that G is G -irreducible. Furthermore, G is a1 1 2 2 y1 0 0
nilpotent restricted subalgebra of linear transformations of G with ay1
one-dimensional maximal torus x ­ . Define linear transformations H , «2 2 2 2
 .of O 2, ` by the formulas2
x  r .x  s. s x  r .x  sq1. , .H 1 2 1 2
2
« x  r .x  s. s 0 for s ) 0, « x  r . s x  r . . .  .2 1 2 2 1 1
 . 3Thus « has image O 2 . The composite mapping ­ « has image k.2 1 1 2
Define a skewsymmetric bilinear mapping w : G = G ª G as
w ­ , D s 0 for all D g G, .1
w f­ , g­ s ­ 3« fg ­ q ­ f ­ 3 g q ­ g ­ 3 f ­ , .  .  .  .  .  .H H2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 /2 2
 .f , g g O 2, ` . Using the ­ -invariance of w and the identities ­ (H s id,2 1 2 2
w x­ , H s « , one verifies straightforwardly that w is a 2-cocycle. Using2 2 2
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identities ­ « s « ­ , ­ H s H ­ , ­ 4 s 0, one verifies that w satisfies1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
the Jacobi identity. Hence the assignment
X X X Xw xD , D ¬ D , D q w D , D , D , D g G, .  .
defines a new Lie algebra structure on the vector space underlying G.
Denote by L the Lie algebra thus obtained. Since w is homogeneous of
 .degree 2, L is a filtered deformation of G. Now fix m s 2, m , m ) 1.2 2
 .  r .  s.Let C be the subspace of O m spanned by the monomials x x with2 1 2
s - 2 m2 y 1, r s 0, 1, 2, 3, or s s 2 m2 y 1, r s 0, 1. The subspace k­ q1
C­ is a subalgebra of both G and L. Denote by G and L the Lie2
algebras whose underlying vector space is k­ q C­ and multiplications1 2
are restrictions of those in G and L, respectively. Then L is a filtered
deformation of G. The Lie algebra G is semisimple with a unique minimal
 .  . X . w xideal A G ( O 2 m S where S ( K m . Obviously, gr L, L >1 1 2
w  .  .x  .A G , A G s A G . On the other hand,
m m2 23. 3. 2 y3. 2 y1.­ , x ­ s ­ , x x ­ , x x ­ s x ­ ,2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
m m2 22. 3. 2 y3. 2 y1.x x ­ , x x ­ s x x ­1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
w xwhen computed in L. It follows L, L s L. If I is an ideal of L then
 . `.gr I > A G . By Proposition 3.3, I > L s L. Thus L is simple.
THEOREM 6.7. Let p s 3, and let L s L [ H [ L be the root spaceya a
decomposition of a Lie algebra L with respect to a toral rank one Cartan
w xsubalgebra H. Then L , L acts triangulably on L. In particular, if L isya a
simple, then H is triangulable.
Proof. Suppose first that L is simple. Let L be a maximal subalgebra0
 .of L containing H and G the representation of L in LrL . Then G H0 0
 .is a Cartan subalgebra of G L . Applying Theorem 6.3, we see that0
 . w x w x. w xdim G H s 1. Hence H, H ; ker G, and so a H, H s 0. Thus H, H
acts nilpotently on L.
X w xConsider now the general case. Put H [ L , L and J [ L qya a ya
X  X. XH q L . We may assume a H / 0. Then H is a Cartan subalgebra ofa
w x X XJ and J, J s J. Let J be a maximal ideal of J and p : J ª JrJ the
X  X.canonical projection. Then JrJ is a simple algebra and p H its toral
w X X x.rank 1 Cartan subalgebra. As we have proved already, p H , H acts
X X  X . X Xnilpotently on JrJ . Since JrJ / p H , the representation of H in JrJ
w X X x. w X X xhas nonzero weights. It follows a H , H s 0, i.e., H , H acts nilpo-
tently on L.
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7. EXCEPTIONAL HAMILTONIAN ALGEBRAS OF
CHARACTERISTIC 3
In Section 4 we encountered certain hamiltonian Lie algebras of charac-
teristic 3 which contain infinitely many maximal subalgebras of codimen-
sion 2. Here we will give a different realization of those algebras which
reflects better their intrinsic properties. Finally we determine the orbits of
the maximal subalgebras of codimension 2 with respect to the automor-
phism group.
 .  .  .Given m ) 0, put W s W m , and R s O m . An R, W -module is,1 1
by definition, a vector space M endowed with structures of an R-module
 .  .  .and a W-module such that D fq s Df q q f Dq for all f g R, D g W,
 .q g M. Suppose that Q is an R, W -module satisfying the following
additional properties.:
 .  .  .Q1 fD q s f Dq for all f g R, D g W, q g Q;
 .Q2 Q is free of rank 2 over R;
 .Q3 Q is endowed with a nondegenerate skewsymmetric R-bilinear
 :mapping ? , ? : Q = Q ª R which is also W-invariant; in other words, an
 . 2isomorphism of R, W -modules H Q ª R is given.ÄR
Denote by W the subalgebra of codimension 1 in W, by h its normal-0
 .izer in the universal p-envelope P W , and by m the maximal ideal of R.
w xAccording to 13, Theorem 2.1; 18, I, Theorem 4.2 the functor M ¬
 .Mrm M is an equivalence between the category of R, W -modules and
the category of restricted h-modules. We therefore look at what properties
of the restricted h-module Q s QrmQ are imposed by conditions
 .  .Q1 ] Q3 . The first of these means that W s mW annihilates Q. Thus h0
 .  .acts in Q via its factor algebra hrP W where P W is the p-envelope of0 0
 .W . The second means just that dim Q s 2. The R, W -module isomor-0
phism of the third condition corresponds to an isomorphism of h-modules
2H Q ª k, i.e., Q is equipped with a nondegenerate skewsymmetric h-in-Ä
 .variant bilinear form. Now hrP W is a restricted algebra generated by a0
mpsingle element ­ , hence is abelian. It follows that Q contains a one-di-
mensional h-invariant subspace, say P. If l : h ª k is the eigenvalue
function of the representation of h in P, then, since the image of h in
 .  .gl Q is contained in sp Q , the eigenvalue function of the representation
of h in QrP equals yl. Three different possibilities can happen. The first
one: h annihilates Q; every one-dimensional subspace of Q is a trivial
h-module. The second: l s 0, however, h does not annihilate Q. In this
case Q contains just one h-invariant one-dimensional subspace P; both P
and QrP are trivial h-modules. The third: l / 0. In this case Q is a direct
sum of weight spaces corresponding to l and yl; any one-dimensional
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h-submodule of Q coincides with one of weight spaces. Each h-submodule
 .P ; Q corresponds to an R, W -submodule P ; Q. The condition dim P
 .s 1 implies that P is free of rank 1 over R, i.e., an invertible R, W -mod-
 .ule. Recall that an invertible R, W -module is said to be trivial if it is
isomorphic to R with natural actions of R and W. We see that there are
three different types of modules Q:
first type: Q ( R m U, dim U s 2, both R and W act on the first
factor of the tensor product;
 .second type: Q contains exactly one nonzero proper R, W -sub-
 .module P; both P and QrP are trivial invertible R, W -modules;
third type: Q ( P [ Py1 is a direct sum of two nontrivial invertible
 . y1  .R, W -modules where P [ Hom P, R ; every nonzero properR
 .R, W -submodule of Q coincides with one of those two.
w xAs shown in 20, Sect. 3 , with Q there is associated a complex of
differential forms ??? ª 0 ª Q ª V1Q ª 0 ª ??? having nonzero terms
1  .in dimensions 0 and 1. Here V Q [ Hom W, Q and the differentialR
1  . .d : Q ª V Q is given by the rule dq D s Dq for q g Q, D g W.
Denote by H iQ its cohomology groups. In particular, H 1Q s V1QrB1Q
1  .where B Q s dQ. Let P be an invertible R, W -submodule of Q. The
short exact sequence 0 ª P ª Q ª QrP ª 0 gives rise to a short exact
sequence of complexes of differential forms, hence to a long exact se-
w xquence of cohomology groups 20, Proposition 3.4
0 ª H 0P ª H 0Q ª H 0 QrP ª H 1P ª H 1Q ª H 1 QrP ª 0. .  .
w x 0 1According to 18, I, Theorem 7.3 , H P and H P are one-dimensional if P
is trivial and zero otherwise. The same result applies to QrP. If Q is
either of first or third type then the sequence of modules splits, whence
1 1 1 . 1H Q ( H P [ H QrP . We deduce dim H Q s 2 for the first type and
dim H 1Q s 0 for the third. Suppose that Q is of the second type. Note
that H 0Q is identified with the subspace of Q consisting of elements
0  .annihilated by W. If q g H Q then Rq is an R, W -submodule of Q. It
follows Rq ; P, i.e., q g P. Thus the mapping H 0P ª H 0Q is bijective.
0 . 1 0 . 1Since dim H QrP s 1 s dim H P, the mapping H QrP ª H P is
1 1 . 1bijective as well. Hence H Q ( H QrP , We conclude dim H Q s 1 for
the second type.
1 1  . 1 1Put V [ V R s Hom W, R . Then V Q ( V m Q. Since rk W sR R R
1  . 1 1rk V s 1, there is an R, W -module isomorphism m : V m V ª WÄR R
w x19, Sect. 1 determined uniquely up to a scalar multiple. We fix m and put
 X: X X X XXD [ q , q m h m h for u s h m q , u s h m q , .u , u
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where h, hX g V1, q, qX g Q. By linearity define D X g W for arbitraryu , u
X 1  X. Xu , u g V Q. The assignment u , u ª D gives a nondegenerateu , u
skewsymmetric R-bilinear mapping V1Q = V1Q ª W. The expression
 X Y .  . X . Y . X Y 1X Y Y XJ u , u , u [ u D q u D q u D , u , u , u g V Q, isu , u u , u u , u
skewsymmetric and R-linear in its arguments. Since rk V1Q s 2, it mustR
 . 1be identically zero. Now Du s d Dwu for D g W, u g V Q, where Dwu
 .  X Y .[ u D is the inner product. We conclude, applying d to J u , u , u , that
D X u Y q D X Y u q D Y u X s 0. We can now introduce certain Lie alge-u , u u , u u , u
bras
X Q [ W [ V1Q and X X Q [ W [ B1Q. .  .
 .The Lie algebra W is identified with a subalgebra of X Q and its action
1 w X x X 1Xon V Q is the natural one. We put u , u s D for u , u g V Q. Thusu , u
 .  .X Q has a Z -grading. The Jacobi identity in X Q follows from the2
W-invariance of the multiplication and the identity for u , u X, u Y established
w  .  .x X . X .  .above. Obviously X Q , X Q ; X Q , so X Q is an ideal of X Q .
X .We claim that X Q is a simple algebra. Consider the exact sequence
1 1 1 .  .0 ª V P ª V Q ª V QrP ª 0 where P, QrP are invertible R, W -
w xmodules. According to the theory of height one representations of W 10 ,
V1P contains a single irreducible W-submodule B1P and W acts trivially in
1 1 .the factor module H P. The same applies to V QrP . None of the
compositional factors of V1Q regarded as a W-module is isomorphic to the
X .adjoint W-module. Hence, if I is an ideal of X Q , either I > W or
I l B1Q / 0. Note that the multiplication V1Q = V1Q ª W is a nonde-
1 w 1 xgenerate R-bilinear mapping. If u g V Q is such that u , B Q s 0 then
w 1 x 1 1 1u , V Q s 0 since V Q s R ? B Q, and it follows u s 0. Thus if I l B Q
/ 0, then I l W / 0 as well, hence I > W. The subspace QX ; Q spanned
 .by all elements Dq with D g W, q g Q is an R, W -submodule. Hence
X  . XQrQ is an R, W -module annihilated by W. It follows QrQ s 0, i.e.,
X  . XQ s Q. Since D ? dq s d Dq for D g W, q g Q, we deduce I > dQ s dQ
as well.
 .THEOREM 7.1. The algebra X Q is isomorphic to a hamiltonian Lie
Y .  .  .  .algebra, H m, v ; X Q ; H m, v , where m s m, 1 and v is one of2 2
  p my1 . 2..  .dx n dx , 1 q x x dx n dx or exp x dx n dx depending on1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
whether Q is of the first, second, or third type. A Lie algebra L satisfies an
X .  .inclusion X Q ; L ; X Q for suitable m and Q if and only if L possesses
an exhausti¨ e separating standard filtration such that the associated graded
X  .  .algebra G satisfies conditions 1 ] 3 of Proposition 4.4.
Proof. Suppose L has a filtration with the required properties. By
Y .  .  .Proposition 4.6, H m, v ; L ; H m, v where m s m, 1 . Moreover,2 2
 .gr L ; X m where gr L is the graded algebra associated with the filtra-
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 .tion of L induced by the standard filtration of H m, v . According to the2
w x w xclassification of volume forms 27, 33 or hamiltonian forms 17 , which is
the same under present settings, there are four possibilities for v : the
three given in the statement of the theorem and the fourth one
 . 2. Y .  .v s exp x dx n dx . In the last case x ­ g H m, v s H m, v ,2 1 2 2 1 2 2
how-
2. Y . Y .  .ever; whence x ­ g gr H m, v , i.e., gr H m, v o X m . Thus the2 1 2 2
fourth possibility should be excluded.
 .  j.Now we shall construct a filtration in X Q . Let m , j G 0, be the
w xcanonical filtration in R 9 . Put
m  jq1.W [ m  jq1.V1Q if i s 2 j is even,
X Q s . i  jq1.  j. 1 m W [ m V Q if i s 2 j y 1 is odd.
Denote by GX the associated graded algebra. We have
X  jq1.  jq2.G ( m Wrm W s gr W ( gr R m W for i s 2 j,i j jq1
X  j. 1  jq1. 1 1G ( m V Qrm V Q ( gr R m V m Q for i s 2 j y 1.i j
X X1 1 1where W [ WrmW and V [ V rmV . Thus dim G s 1, dim G s2 j 2 jq1
m  .2 for y1 F j - 3 y 1. Furthermore, condition 2 of Proposition 4.4 is
Xfulfilled since W , hence also G ( gr W, annihilates Q. The multiplica-0 0 0
tion mapping GX = GX ª GX is composed of the multipli-2 jy1 2 ly1 2 jq2 ly2
1 1cation gr R = gr R ª gr R in gr R, the isomorphism V m V ª Wj l jql
induced by m, and the mapping Q = Q ª k corresponding to the bilinear
 .form on Q. One sees that 3 is fulfilled as well.
Y .  .  .By the above H m, v ; X Q ; H m, v for some m and v one of2 2
X . Y .the three types. Then X Q s H m, v , both being simple ideals of2
 .  . mq 1  . X .X Q . Note that dim X Q s 3 dim R s 3 . Since X Q rX Q (
1 X . mq 1 mq1 mq1H Q, we have dim X Q s 3 y 2, 3 y 1, or 3 depending on
Y .the type of Q. Comparing this with the dimension of H m, v , we2
 .conclude that m s m, 1 and v is such as stated for each type of Q.
 .  .It remains only to prove that L ; X Q provided that to L and X Q
 .  .there correspond the same m and v. Note that gr X Q s X m since
mq 1  .  .both algebras have dimension 3 and gr X Q ; X m . Note also that
 .  .X m and H m have the same homogeneous components except in2
 .  .  .degree 1. Hence H m, v ; X Q . Since gr L ; X m , it follows L ;2 2 1 1
 . Y .  . Y .X Q . Finally, L s H m, v q L ; X Q because gr L s gr H m, v2 1 i i 2
for i s y1, 0.
For a Lie algebra L we introduce an invariant subset
<N L s u g L ad u ad ¨ is nilpotent for every ¨ g L . 4 .  .  .
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LEMMA 7.2. Suppose that L s LX > LX > LX > . . . is an exhausti¨ ey2 y1 0
separating standard filtration such that the associated graded algebra GX
 .  . X Xsatisfies conditions 1 ] 3 of Proposition 4.4. Suppose G / 0. Then L is4 0
 .the unique subalgebra of codimension 3 in L containing N L . A subalgebra
 . X XM of codimension 2 in L contains N L if and only if L > M > L .y1 0
w xThe proof of this lemma is quite similar to that of 19, Proposition 4.5
w xor 18, II, Proposition 5.5 . We therefore omit easy verifications.
 . X .PROPOSITION 7.3. Suppose that m ) 1 and L s X Q or X Q . The
algebraic ¨ariety M of all subalgebras in L ha¨ing codimension 2 and
 . 1 Xcontaining N L is isomorphic to the projecti¨ e line P . Denote by h the
X  . Xnormalizer of L in the uni¨ ersal p-en¨elope P L . The h -in¨ariant subalge-0
bras in M constitute one orbit with respect to the automorphism group Aut L.
This orbit coincides with M if Q is of the first type, contains a single hence
.in¨ariant subalgebra for the second type, and contains exactly two subalgebras
for the third. The subalgebras which are not hX-in¨ariant constitute the other
orbit if Q is of the second or third type.
Proof. According to Lemma 7.2 and Proposition 4.6, M g M if and
only if M is a subspace of L such that LX > M > LX and dim MrLX s 1.y1 0 0
Hence the elements of M are in a one-to-one correspondence with the
one-dimensional subspaces of the two-dimensional space GX [ LX rLX .y1 y1 0
This gives an isomorphism M ( P1. The group Aut L operates naturally
on M. The intersection of all subalgebras M g M is LX , while their sum is0
LX . Hence LX , LX are stable under Aut L.y1 0 y1
 . XThe Z -grading of L induces a Z -grading of P L . The subalgebra h is2 2
homogeneous with respect to this grading. Denote by 0, 1 the elements of
X X X
Z . The h -module G has zero component of degree 0, whence h2 y1 1
X X X .annihilates G . Now h ; P W . Obviously, W s L l W is stabley1 0 0 0
X X X under h , i.e., h ; h. Since m is stable under h , so is L s W q0 0 0 0
1 X.mV Q l L as well, whence h s h. Note that the canonical isomorphism0
X X1G ( V m Q is h-invariant. Thus the h -invariant subalgebras in M arey1
in a one-to-one correspondence with the h-invariant one-dimensional
subspaces of Q. The totality of the latter has been described already.
 .Denote by G the set of all pairs w, c where w is an admissible
automorphism of R, so that there are the induced automorphisms w# : W
ª W and w# : V1 ª V1, and c a k-linear invertible transformation of Q
 .  .  .  .  .  .   .  X.:such that c fq s w f c q , c Dq s w# D c q , and c q , c q s
 X:. Xw q, q for all f g R, D g W, q, q g Q. We make G into a group by
 .using componentwise composition. With each w, c g G we associate an
 .  .automorphism of X Q which acts as w# on W and as a w w# m c on
1  .V m Q, where a w is a certain nonzero scalar given by the conditionR
 .  .a w m( w# m w# s w#(m. Thus G is a group of automorphisms of
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X 1 .X Q preserving Z -grading. The isomorphism G ( V m Q is obviously2 y1
G-equivariant. We will show that any two one-dimensional subspaces of Q
are conjugate with respect to G provided that they are both either
h-invariant or not h-invariant. Given an admissible automorphism w of R
w  .denote by Q the R, W -module whose underlying vector space is that of
Q, while the actions of R and W are obtained by composing the original
ones with wy1 and w#y1. Endow wQ with a skewsymmetric R-bilinear form
w X:  X:. X w  .  .q, q [ w q, q , q, q g Q. Then Q satisfies Q1 ] Q3 . The condi-
 .  .tion that w, c g G means precisely that c is an isomorphism of R, W -
modules wQ ª Q preserving bilinear forms. Those c are in a one-to-one
wcorrespondence with the h-module isomorphisms c : Q ª Q preserving
wbilinear forms. Here Q is the h-module whose underlying vector space is
that of Q, while the action of h is twisted by w#. The bilinear form
wassociated with Q is unchanged because w induces identity transforma-
 .tion of Rrm ( k. Examine first the pairs w, c with w s id, so
wthat Q s Q. If Q is of the first type then c is an arbitrary symplectic
 .transformation. The group Sp Q permutes transitively the one-dimen-
sional subspaces. If Q is of the second type then c can be taken arbitrary
subject to the conditions that the unique one-dimensional h-submodule
P ; Q is stable under c and c induces identity transformations in both P
and QrP. The group of those c permutes transitively the one-dimensional
Xsubspaces distinct from P. Let Q be of the third type. Then Q s P [ P is
a sum of weight spaces with respect to h corresponding to eigenvalue
Xfunctions l, yl. Here c acts as a scalar multiplication on P, P with
eigenvalues b , by1, where nonzero b can be taken arbitrary. The group of
those c permutes transitively the one-dimensional subspaces distinct from
X XP, P . To show that P, P are conjugate with respect to G we need to
 .  .employ nonidentity w. Let w x s yx. Then w# ­ s y­ , hence
m m Xp p w w w .w# ­ s y­ . It follows that in the decomposition Q s P [ P the
two subspaces are weight spaces corresponding to eigenvalue functions yl
X X .  .  .and l, respectively. We can find c g Sp Q such that c P s P , c P
X .s P. Then w, c interchanges P and P .
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